
March 2019
336 pages

Hardback
9780815352051
£110.00

Paperback
9780815352068
£29.99

April 2019
272 pages

Hardback
9781626166684
US$32.95

ROUTLEDGE

ジェフ・キングストン（テンプル大学ジャパンキャンパス教授）著

現代日本の重要問題　第２版

Critical Issues in Contemporary Japan  
2nd edition

Edited by Jeff Kingston

This new and fully updated second edition of Critical Issues in Contemporary Japan 
provides undergraduate and graduate students with an interdisciplinary textbook 
written by leading specialists on contemporary Japan. Students will gain the ana-
lytical insights and information necessary to assess the challenges that confront 
the Japanese people, policymakers and private and public-sector institutions in 
Japan today.

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY PRESS

絶頂期の日本：大いなる野心の終わり
Peak Japan: The End of Great Ambitions
By Brad Glosserman

The post-Cold War era has been difficult for Japan. A country once heralded for 
evolving a superior form of capitalism and seemingly ready to surpass the United 
States as the world’s largest economy lost its way in the early 1990s. The bursting of 
the bubble in 1991 ushered in a period of political and economic uncertainty that has 
lasted for over two decades. There were hopes that the triple catastrophe of March 11, 
2011—a massive earthquake, tsunami, and accident at the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear 
power plant—would break Japan out of its torpor and spur the country to embrace 
change that would restart the growth and optimism of the go-go years. But sev-
eral years later, Japan is still waiting for needed transformation, and Brad Glosserman 
concludes that the fact that even disaster has not spurred radical enough reform 
reveals something about Japan’s political system and Japanese society. Glosserman 
explains why Japan has not and will not change, concluding that Japanese horizons 
are shrinking and that the Japanese public has given up the bold ambitions of previ-
ous generations and its current leadership. This is a critical insight into contemporary 
Japan and one that should shape our thinking about this vital country.

MHM
www.mhmlimited.co.jp
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May 2019
265 pages

Hardback
9781626377660
US$75.00 

Paperback
9781626377707
US$28.50

驚くべきニュース： 
メディアはいかに政治に影響を与えるか、与えないか
Surprising News: How the Media Affect – 
and Do Not Affect – Politics
By Kenneth Newton

Recognizing that differing forms of political communication have differing effects 
on differing people around the world, Newton asks why this occurs, and how. The 
answers that he presents in Surprising News offer a deeply researched, enlightening 
challenge to conventional wisdom in this age of fake news, post-truth, and claims 
about how the new digital media have transformed politics.

April 2019
265 pages

Hardback
9781626377950
US$75.00

Paperback
9781626378001
US$29.95

発展の実践： 
ポジティブな変化のためにおこなう逆さまの仮定
Practicing Development: Upending 
Assumptions for Positive Change
Edited by Susan H. Holcombe and Marion Howard

The authors draw from their on-the-ground experiences as they discuss what “de-
velopment” is, how to attain it, and what their findings mean for the funding and 
practice of development efforts. Often challenging conventional wisdom, they 
provide a range of concrete examples of innovation, responsiveness, and sustain-
ability—and perhaps most important, explore how practitioners might be better 
educated to achieve positive change.

LYNNE RIENNER PUBLISHERS

Founded in 1984, Lynne Rienner Publishers remains a rare, 
independent presence in scholarly and textbook publishing.

‘Independent’ means many different things to us: Taking 
chances on new ideas. Being free of the restrictions of corpo-
rate headquarters or lenders. Publishing each book with care, 
from the external review process to professional copyedit-
ing, typesetting, and proofreading, all done locally; to quality 
manufacturing; to thorough promotion and worldwide dis-
tribution. We are also determined to keep our prices as low 
as possible.

Where we are not independent is in our relationship with the 
community of people whom we publish, and publish for. One 
of the aspects of publishing that all of us here love most is 
being part of that international, interdependent community.

We publish in the fields of international studies and compara-
tive politics (all world regions), US politics, military history, and 

sociology and criminology (with a US focus). We also have a 
small list of literature in translation, including books by such 
notable authors as Naguib Mahfouz, Ghassan Kanafani, Derek 
Walcott, and Tawfiq al-Hakim. Our distribution clients include 
Holmes & Meier Publishers and Kyungnam University Press.

In addition to the Lynne Rienner Publishers imprint, our 
publishing program includes FirstForumPress and Kumarian 
Press. FirstForumPress was established in 2008 to provide a 
forum for important work that may otherwise be overlooked 
because of today’s market constraints. FFP publishes special-
ized scholarly research of the highest quality (all projects are 
peer reviewed) in a timely and cost-effective fashion.

Since its founding in 1977, Kumarian Press (a 2013 acquisition) 
has earned a reputation for publishing books that tackle such 
challenging global issues as poverty and underdevelopment, 
war, and human rights abuses. Kumarian is also at the fore-
front in the field of nonprofit-sector management.

今回の出版社紹介
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July 2019
450 pages

Paperback
9781626378070
US$35.00

アフリカ政治の内側　第２版

Inside African Politics  2nd edition

By Kevin C. Dunn and Pierre Englebert

The second edition of Inside African Politics, updated throughout to reflect political 
developments across the continent, not only provides thorough coverage of the 
full range of core topics, but also furthers an awareness and understanding of key 
theoretical issues and current debates.

March 2019
475 pages

Paperback
9781626377905
US$49.95

比較政治学：国家を超えた概念と機関の研究　第６版

Comparative Politics:  
Exploring Concepts and Institutions 
Across Nations  6th edition

By Gregory S. Mahler

This well-integrated, cross-national, and accessible approach serves perfectly to 
provide students with the tools and perspectives that they need to better under-
stand the diverse political systems of today’s world.

March 2019
250 pages

Hardback
9781626377813
US$55.00

ルワンダの変革：再建途上の課題
Transforming Rwanda:  
Challenges on the Road to Reconstruction
By Jean-Paul Kimonyo

Since the end of its genocidal civil war in 1994, Rwanda has embarked on an ambi-
tious, and often controversial, process of reconstruction. Jean-Paul Kimonyo com-
prehensively analyzes that process in the political, military, socioeconomic, and 
cultural arenas.

今回の出版社紹介
LYNNE RIENNER PUBLISHERS

June 2019
550 pages

Hardback
9781626377851
US$115.00

独立国家共同体の外交政策
Foreign Policies of the CIS States
Edited by Denis Degterev and Konstantin Kurylev

How do the former Soviet republics that now constitute the Commonwealth of In-
dependent States (CIS) interact with each other and with other regional and world 
powers? What are the conceptual foundations, mechanisms, and main directions of 
each member state’s foreign policy? What role do economic and political factors play?
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July 2019
175 pages

Hardback
9781626378094
US$75.00

アメリカ政治における宗教的アイデンティティー
Religious Identity in US Politics
By Matthew R. Miles

While existing scholarship addresses the influence of religious affiliation on politi-
cal attitudes and behaviors in the United States, a number of puzzling questions 
remain unanswered. In response, Matthew Miles demonstrates that a more com-
plete conceptualization of religion as a social identity can help to explain many of 
those puzzles. As he explores the impact, both positive and negative, of religious 
identity on political attitudes, he also shows that the religion-politics relationship is 
not a one-way street.

May 2019
285 pages

Hardback
9781626377691
US$79.95

民主主義における諜報行為：プロセス、実践、文化
The Conduct of Intelligence in 
Democracies: Processes, Practices 
Cultures
Edited by Florina Cristiana Matei and Carolyn Halladay

What are the role and place of secret services and covert operations in democratic 
settings? How do states balance the need for both secrecy and openness? What 
are the challenges to creating effective intelligence practices? Focusing on these 
crucial questions, the authors of The Conduct of Intelligence in Democracies exam-
ine the purposes and processes of intelligence communities in today’s security 
environment.

March 2019
380 pages

Hardback
9781626377820
US$85.00

モンゴルの外交政策：変わりゆく世界での舵取り
Mongolia’s Foreign Policy:  
Navigating a Changing World
By Alicia Campi

Strategically located at the crossroads of Central Asia, China, and Russia, Mongolia 
has long attracted the attention of major world powers. How has this tradition-
ally nomadic, but resource rich, country used a “Wolf Strategy” to establish its own 
place in the modern world? What challenges does it now face? Answering these 
questions, Alicia Campi provides a multifaceted examination of the context, formu-
lation, and execution of contemporary Mongolian foreign policy.

今回の出版社紹介
LYNNE RIENNER PUBLISHERS
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言語学

言語学全般

Maksimovtsova, Ksenia
Language Conflicts in Contemporary Estonia, Latvia, and 
Ukraine: A Comparative Exploration of Discourses in Post-
Soviet Russian-Language Digital Media

(Soviet and Post-Soviet Politics and Society)

520 pages    May 2019    Ibidem Pr.
Paperback 9783838212821 US$60.00

How are language policy and usage politicized in contemporary Es-
tonia, Latvia, and Ukraine? This study presents a cross-cultural quali-
tative and quantitative analysis of publications in leading Russian-
language blogs and news websites of these three post-Soviet states 
during the period of 2004–2017.

社会言語学

Hawker, Nancy
The Politics of Palestinian Multilingualism: Speaking for 
citizenship

(The Politics of Language)

256 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138563308 £110.00

芸術

Robinson, Nick
Videogames, Popular Culture and World Politics

(Popular Culture and World Politics)

224 pages    June 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780415728881 £105.00

経済学

経済学全般・経済体制論

Boix, Carles
Democratic Capitalism at the Crossroads

248 pages    May 2019    Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691190983 ¥3,690

Summers, Tim
China’s Hong Kong: A Global Perspective

(Business with China)

240 pages    July 2019    Agenda Publishing
Hardback 9781788210683 £60.00

各国経済事情・経済史・経済地理

Aidoo, Richard (ed.)
The Politics of Economic Reform in Ghana

(Routledge Studies on the Political Economy of Africa)

240 pages    May 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138497337 £115.00

Lopes, Carlos & Kararach, Auma  George
Structural Change in Africa: Misperceptions, New Narratives 
and Development in the 21st Century

(The International Political Economy of New Regionalisms Series)

264 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138348448 £115.00

Using ethnographic and historical materials, this book expands our 
knowledge about African development and makes practical sug-
gestions as to how successful development in a complex, yet dy-
namic continent can be achieved.

公共財政

Schmidtke, Henning
The Politics of Global Tax Governance

(Global Governance)

210 pages    February 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138540842 £115.00

資源・エネルギー・環境

Allouche, Jeremy et al.
The Water-Food-Energy Nexus: Power, Politics and Justice

(Pathways to Sustainability)

160 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138714274 £110.00

Brewitt, Peter
Same River Twice: The Politics of Dam Removal and River 
Restoration

288 pages    April 2019    Oregon State U.P.
Paperback 9780870719578 US$24.95

Dam removal has become increasingly common, with dozens of re-
movals now taking place each year in the US. How did this happen? 
Same River Twice answers this question by telling the stories of three 
major Northwestern dam removals—the politics, people, hopes, 
and fears that shaped three rivers and their communities.

Underdal, Arild & Hanf, Kenneth
International Environmental Agreements and Domestic 
Politics: The Case of Acid Rain

384 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138713086 £99.00

社会学・人類学

社会学・人類学・社会理論

Berta, Peter
Materializing Difference: Consumer Culture, Politics, and 
Ethnicity among Romanian Roma

(Anthropological Horizons)

336 pages    April 2019    Univ. of Toronto Pr.
Hardback 9781487500573 US$80.00
Paperback 9781487520403 US$34.95
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July 2019
216 pages

Hardback
9781526134219
£80.00

June 2019
656 pages

Hardback
9780367195267
£175.00

March 2019
362 pages

Hardback
9781138303485
£175.00

MANCHESTER UNIVERSITY PRESS

フィクションテレビとアメリカの政治： 
９・１１からドナルド・トランプへ
Fictional Television and American 
Politics: From 9/11 to Donald Trump
By Jack Holland

This book explores the relationship between fictional television and American 
world politics in the period from 9/11 through to the presidency of Donald J. Trump. 
This period comprises a second golden age for fictional TV. The book therefore 
explores some of the best TV of all time across two decades of heightened political 
controversy.

ROUTLEDGE

ラウトレッジ版一帯一路ハンドブック
Routledge Handbook of the Belt and Road
Routledge International Handbooks

Edited by Cai Fang and Peter Nolan

Chinese President Xi Jinping announced “Belt and Road Initiative” (BRI) in 2013, a 
development strategy involving infrastructure development and investments in 
countries in Europe, Asia and Africa. Routledge Handbook of the Belt and Road is an 
initial review of the theory and practice of BRI, and is the first handbook of its kind. 
A total of 117 entries related to the BRI have been included, organised into 12 clear 
chapters.

ROUTLEDGE

ラウトレッジ版 劇場と政治必携
The Routledge Companion to Theatre 
and Politics
Routledge Companions

Edited by Peter Eckersall and Helena Grehan

The Routledge Companion to Theatre and Politics is a volume of critical essays, provoca-
tions, and interventions on the most important questions faced by today’s writers, 
critics, audiences, and theatre and performance makers. Featuring texts written by 
scholars and artists who are diversely situated (geographically, culturally, politically, 
and institutionally), its multiple perspectives broadly address the question “How can 
we be political now?”
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McAfee, Noelle
Fear of Breakdown: Politics and Psychoanalysis

(New Directions in Critical Theory, 65)

280 pages    May 2019    Columbia U.P.
Hardback 9780231192682 US$90.00
Paperback 9780231192699 US$30.00

Noelle McAfee uses psychoanalytic theory to explore the sub-
terranean anxieties behind current crises and the ways in which 
democratic practices can help work through seemingly intractable 
political conflicts. Fear of Breakdown contends that politics needs 
something that only psychoanalysis has been able to offer.

Murch, Donna
Racial Capitalism in the Age of Trump

(Forum, 1 / Boston Review)

128 pages    June 2019    MIT Pr.
Paperback 9781946511362 US$16.00

Schroven, Anita
Playing the Marginality Game: Identity Politics in West 
Africa

(Integration and Conflict Studies, 19)

256 pages    March 2019    Berghahn
Hardback 9781789201895 US$120.00

In Guinea, situated in the background of central government strug-
gles, rural elites, through the use of identity politics, employ history 
and contemporary political reforms to maintain their privileges and 
perpetuate a generation-old local social contract that bridges ethnic 
and religious divides.

社会変動

Sunstein, Cass R.
How Change Happens

344 pages    April 2019    MIT Pr.
Hardback 9780262039574 US$29.95

In this book, with the help of behavioral economics, psychology, and 
other fields, Cass Sunstein casts a bright new light on how change 
happens.

政治社会学・社会運動・紛争・統制

Andersson, Ruben
No Go World: How Fear Is Redrawing Our Maps and 
Infecting Our Politics

360 pages    April 2019    U. of California Pr.
Hardback 9780520294608 US$29.95

War-torn deserts, jihadist killings, trucks weighted down with contra-
band and migrants—from the Afghan-Pakistan borderlands to the 
Sahara, images of danger depict a new world disorder on the global 
margins. With vivid detail, Ruben Andersson traverses this terrain to 
provide a startling new understanding of what is happening in re-
mote “danger zones.”

人種・民族・移民問題

HoSang, Daniel Martinez & Lowndes, Joseph E.
Producers, Parasites, Patriots: Race and the New Right-Wing 
Politics of Precarity

208 pages    April 2019    U. of Minnesota Pr.
Hardback 9781517903589 US$80.00
Paperback 9781517903596 US$19.95

The authors document the changing politics of race and class in the 
age of Trump across a broad range of phenomena, showing how 
new forms of racialization work to alter the economic protections of 
whiteness while promoting some conservatives of color as models 
of the neoliberal regime.

社会問題・社会福祉・社会保障

社会問題・社会福祉・社会保障

Haeffele, Stefanie et al. (ed.)
Informing Public Policy: Analyzing Contemporary US and 
International Policy Issues through the Lens of Market 
Process Economics

(Economy, Polity, and Society)

304 pages    May 2019    R & L International
Hardback 9781786609854 US$125.00

The chapters in this book explore, through applications to issues 
within the United States and internationally, contemporary issues 
in public policy through the theoretical framework of knowledge 
problems and market process economics.

May 2019
440 pages

Hardback
9781138671249
£175.00

ROUTLEDGE

ラウトレッジ版海運管理ハンドブック
The Routledge Handbook of Maritime 
Management
Routledge International Handbooks

Edited by Photis M. Panayides

This Handbook provides a wide-ranging, coherent and systematic analysis of 
maritime management, policy and strategy development. It undertakes a com-
prehensive examination of the fields of management and policy-making in ship-
ping by bringing together chapters on key topics of seminal scientific and practical 
importance.
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保健医療サービス・介護・医療社会学

Davies, Sara E.
Containing Contagion: The Politics of Disease Outbreaks in 
Southeast Asia

224 pages    March 2019    Johns Hopkins U.P.
Paperback 9781421427393 US$54.95

Providing an immediate, contemporary example of a region net-
working its response to disease outbreak events, this insightful book 
will appeal to global health governance scholars, students, and 
practitioners.

公共政策・治安・防災

Duberry, Jerome
Global Environmental Governance in the Information Age: 
Civil Society Organizations and Digital Media

(Emerging Technologies, Ethics and International Affairs)

224 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138088856 £115.00

Ehnert, Franziska
Climate Policy in Denmark, Germany, Estonia and Poland: 
Ideas, Discourses and Institutions

(New Horizons in Environmental Politics Series)

224 pages    June 2019    Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781788979399 £75.00

Climate Policy in Denmark, Germany, Estonia and Poland works to nar-
row the research gap surrounding administrative institutions within 
the field of climate policy change by integrating ideas, discourses 
and institutions to provide a better understanding of both climate 
policy and policy change.

犯罪学・刑罰学

Barkow, Rachel Elise
Prisoners of Politics: Breaking the Cycle of Mass Incarceration

304 pages    March 2019    Belknap Pr.
Hardback 9780674919235 US$35.00

America’s criminal justice system reflects irrational fears stoked by 
politicians seeking to win election. Pointing to specific policies that 
are morally problematic and have failed to end the cycle of recidi-
vism, Rachel Barkow argues that reform guided by evidence, not pol-
itics and emotions, will reduce crime and reverse mass incarceration.

Meiches, Benjamin
The Politics of Annihilation: A Geneology of Genocide

328 pages    March 2019    U. of Minnesota Pr.
Hardback 9781517905811 US$112.00
Paperback 9781517905828 US$28.00

政治・行政・外交・軍事

政治学全般

Bellamy, Richard & Castiglione, Dario
From Maastricht to Brexit: Democracy, Constitutionalism 
and Citizenship in the EU

(ECPR Press)

336 pages    June 2019    R & L International
Hardback 9781786609922 US$100.00

The debate on the democratic form and legitimacy of the EU is one 
that has gone on for some time and to which we, together with oth-
er scholars, have tried to contribute in the course of the last twenty 
years or so. Collecting articles written over the course of this period 
is not just meant as the testimony of an intellectual journey, but also 
a way of tracing such a journey in retrospect and mapping the im-
portant moments of the intellectual and scholarly debates that have 
contributed to shaping both our understanding and our expecta-
tions of the EU’s possible futures.

Bigo, Didier et al. (ed.)
Data Politics: Worlds, Subjects, Rights

(Routledge Studies in International Political Sociology)

336 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138053250 £110.00
Paperback 9781138053267 £29.99

Bode, Leticia & Vraga, Emily K. (ed.)
Studying Politics Across Media

148 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780367194536 £115.00

Ceron, Andrea
Leaders, Factions and the Game of Intra-Party Politics

(Routledge Studies on Political Parties and Party Systems)

256 pages    May 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138550001 £115.00

Clohesy, Anthony
The Politics of Well-Being

(Routledge Studies in Social and Political Thought)

160 pages    May 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138676695 £105.00

Curini, Luigi
The Politics and Ideology of Legislative Speeches:  
From Words to Actions

256 pages    July 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138212015 £95.00

Daly, Glyn
Speculation: Politics, Ideology, Event

(Diaeresis)

232 pages    March 2019    Northwestern U.P.
Hardback 9780810139367 US$99.95
Paperback 9780810139350 US$34.95

Develops Hegel’s radical perspective of speculative thought as a way 
of reclaiming and revitalizing the sense of the future and its possibili-
ties. Glyn Daly articulates the distinctness of speculative philosophy 
and draws its implications for new debates in areas of science, poli-
tics, capitalism, ideology, ethics, and the event.
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Diamond, Patrick
The Labour Party in Post-war Britain

(British Politics and Society)

232 pages    July 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138817876 £110.00

Durham, Scott & Gaonkar, Dilip
Distributions of the Sensible: Ranciere, between Aesthetics 
and Politics

264 pages    June 2019    Northwestern U.P.
Hardback 9780810140288 US$99.95
Paperback 9780810140271 US$39.95

Jacques Ranciere’s work is increasingly central to several debates 
across the humanities. Distributions of the Sensible confronts a ques-
tion at the heart of his thought: How should we conceive the rela-
tionship between the “politics of aesthetics” and the “aesthetics of 
politics”?

Eberwein, Tobias et al. (ed.)
Media Accountability in the Era of Post-Truth Politics: 
European Challenges and Perspectives

(Routledge Studies in European Communication Research and Education)

312 pages    July 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780815361664 £110.00

Edkins, Jenny
Change and the Politics of Certainty

256 pages    May 2019    Manchester U.P.
Hardback 9781526119018 £80.00

The book engages with our desire to seek change in a world of 
increasing inequality, exclusion and violence.  Deploying practical, 
academic and autobiographical illustrations, the book argues that 
although we might need to traverse the fantasy of certainty and se-
curity, we do not need to give up on hope.

Farrell, Henry & Newman, Abraham L.
Of Privacy and Power: The Transatlantic Struggle over 
Freedom and Security

248 pages    April 2019    Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691183640 ¥3,950

Of Privacy and Power investigates how the European Union and 
United States, the two major regulatory systems in world politics, 
have regulated privacy and security, and how their agreements and 
disputes have reshaped the transatlantic relationship.

Freedman, Lawrence & Michaels, Jeffrey
The Evolution of Nuclear Strategy: New, Updated and 
Completely Revised,  4th ed, 2019

660 pages    July 2019    Palgrave Macmillan
Paperback 9781137573490 EUR39.99

Ghandour, Christel
ISIS’s Use of Sexual Violence in Iraq

(St. James Studies in World Affairs)

277 pages    March 2019    Academica Press
Paperback 9781680534948 US$29.95

Explores how and why the Islamic State used sexual violence against 
Yezidi women in Iraq. This qualitative case study tests three theories 
against the empirical evidence: evolution theory, feminist theory, 
and Strategic Rape Concept. Each theory will be tested in order to 
shed light on how ISIS’s use of sexual violence can be explained.

Golan, Galia et al.
Transforming Intractable Conflicts: Restructuring and 
Reframing

272 pages    April 2019    R & L International
Hardback 9781786610720 US$125.00
Paperback 9781786610737 US$41.95

The contributions in this book examine many of the new challenges 
and obstacles to the transformation of intractable conflicts. It also 
offers an array of new and promising opportunities for constructive 
transformations. The book brings together analyses of U.S.-based 
conflicts with those from many regions of the world. International, in-
tra-state, and local conflicts are explored, along with those that have 
been violent and non-violent. The diversity in disciplines among the 
authors provides a wide range of theoretical approaches to explain-
ing how a variety of intractable conflicts can be transformed.

Hanifi, Shah Mahmoud(ed.)
Mountstuart Elphinstone in South Asia: Pioneer of British 
Colonial Rule

320 pages    April 2019    Hurst
Hardback 9781849048361 £45.00

This volume examines Mountstuart Elphinstone’s intellectual con-
tributions and administrative career in their own right, in relation to 
prominent contemporaries including Charles Metcalfe and William 
Moorcroft, and in the context of later historical studies of India, Af-
ghanistan, British imperialism and its imperial frontiers.

Hennette, Stephanie et al.
How to Democratize Europe

176 pages    May 2019    Harvard U.P.
Hardback 9780674988088 US$24.95

An all-star cast of scholars and politicians from Europe and America 
propose and debate the creation of a new European parliament 
with substantial budgetary and legislative power to solve the crisis 
of governance in the Eurozone and promote social and fiscal justice 
and public investment.

Kassab, Elizabeth Suzanne
Enlightenment on the Eve of Revolution: The Egyptian and 
Syrian Debates

256 pages    April 2019    Columbia U.P.
Hardback 9780231176323 US$90.00
Paperback 9780231176330 US$30.00

Elizabeth Suzanne Kassab offers a groundbreaking analysis of Egyp-
tian and Syrian debates over enlightenment and their import for 
the 2011 uprisings. Enlightenment on the Eve of Revolution is the first 
book to document these debates for the Anglophone audience and 
to analyze their importance for contemporary intellectual life and 
politics.

Katsambekis, Giorgos & Kioupkiolis, Alexandros (ed.)
The Populist Radical Left in Europe

(Routledge Advances in European Politics)

264 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138744806 £105.00

Keskitalo, Carina (ed.)
The Politics of Arctic Resources: Change and Continuity in 
the “Old North” of Northern Europe

(Transforming Environmental Politics and Policy)

328 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138040601 £115.00
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June 2019
560 pages

Hardback
9781138665422
£175.00

ROUTLEDGE

ラウトレッジ版ラディカル・ポリティクスハンドブック
Routledge Handbook of Radical Politics
Edited by Uri Gordon and Ruth Kinna

Capturing the innovative practices of contemporary radicals, The Routledge Hand-
book of Radical Politics brings together leading academics and campaigners, to an-
swer questions and explore radicalism’s meaning to their practice. In the 35 chap-
ters written for this collection, they collectively develop a picture of radicalism by 
investigating the intersections of activism and contemporary political theory.

July 2019
450 pages

Hardback
9781138677937
£175.00

ROUTLEDGE

ラウトレッジ版イギリスの政治と社会ハンドブック
The Routledge Handbook of British 
Politics and Society
Routledge International Handbooks

Edited by Mark Garnett

The Routledge Handbook of British Politics and Society conducts a rigorous, innova-
tive and distinctive analysis of the relationship between British politics and society, 
emphasizing that the UK is now far from a monolithic, and unshifting, entity. Ex-
amining the subject matter with unrivalled breadth and depth, it highlights and 
interrogates key contemporary debates on the future of the UK, the nature of ‘Brit-
ishness’, and the merits of multiculturalism, as well as David Cameron’s attempt 
to use ‘the Big Society’ as a unifying theme in domestic policy, and the common 
contention that British politicians are ‘out of touch’ with society. Including contribu-
tions from key authors in their respective fields who bring their authority to bear 
on the task of outlining the current state of the art in British Studies, it represents 
an innovative as well as an authoritative survey of the field, representing an oppor-
tunity for a fresh examination of the contrasts and the continuities in British Politics 
and Society in a single volume. 

March 2019
320 pages

Hardback
9781788211727
£25.00

AGENDA PUBLISHING

大騒動：欧州舞台における即興政治
Alarums and Excursions: Improvising 
Politics on the European Stage
By Luuk van Middelaar

In a revealing and candid portrayal of a Europe improvising its way through a poli-
tics of events and not rules, Luuk van Middelaar gives us the insider’s view of the 
EU’s political metamorphosis. Forced into action by a tidal wave of emergencies, 
Europe has had to reinvent itself. It has had to cast off its legal straitjacket and to 
confront hard issues of power, territorial borders and public authority. Van Mid-
delaar contends that this reinvention will succeed only if the EU becomes a truly 
representative body that allows people’s opposition to share the stage.
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Koning, Edward A.
Immigration and the Politics of Welfare Exclusion: Selective 
Solidarity in Western Democracies

(Studies in Comparative Political Economy and Public Policy)

352 pages    April 2019    Univ. of Toronto Pr.
Hardback 9781487504663 US$90.00
Paperback 9781487523428 US$39.95

Why do some governments try to limit immigrants’ access to social 
benefits and entitlements? This book reveals that such efforts have 
little to do with economic pressures but rather result from a politi-
cal climate that rewards a punitive approach to immigration and 
multiculturalism.

Mann, Alana
Voice and Participation in Global Food Politics

(Routledge Studies in Food, Society and the Environment)

192 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138478343 £115.00

Monshipouri, Mahmood
Middle East Politics: Changing Dynamics

240 pages    July 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780367182861 £110.00
Paperback 9780367182847 £36.99

Naurin, Elin et al. (ed.)
Party Mandates and Democracy: Making, Breaking, and 
Keeping Election Pledges in Twelve Countries

(New Comparative Politics)

352 pages    March 2019    U. of Michigan Pr.
Hardback 9780472131211 US$85.00

When people discuss politics, they often mention the promises poli-
ticians make during election campaigns. Promises raise hopes that 
positive policy changes are possible, but people are generally scep-
tical. This book reveals the extent to and conditions under which 
governments fulfil party promises during election campaigns.

Poitras, Dave
Nationhood at Work: An Ethnography of Workplaces in 
Montreal and Brussels

(Cultures of Society / Transcript-Verlag)

260 pages    May 2019    Columbia U.P.
Paperback 9783837645620 US$40.00

In this important contribution to nationalism studies, Dave Poitras 
explores how nationhood and the idea of living in a world of nations 
are experienced in the cities of Montreal and Brussels.

Raube, Kolja & Muftuler-Bac, Meltem et al. (eds.)
Parlimentary Cooperation and Diplomacy in EU External 
Relations

(Leuven Global Governance)

384 pages    May 2019    Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781786438843 £140.00

This insightful companion examines the role of parliaments in 
the external relations of the EU, a relatively under-explored topic 
of research in an increasingly complex international relations 
environment.

Roberts, Laura
Irigaray and Politics: A Critical Introduction

(Thinking Politics)

224 pages    May 2019    Edinburgh U.P.
Hardback 9781474422819 £80.00
Paperback 9781474422826 £24.99

Bringing together Luce Irigaray’s early psychoanalytically orientated 
writings with her more recent and more explicitly political writings, 
Irigary and Politics weaves together the ontological, political and 
ethical dimensions of Irigaray’s philosophy of sexuate difference in 
imaginative ways.

Rossdale, Chris
Resisting Militarism: Direct Action and the Politics of 
Subversion

(Advances in Critical Military Studies)

272 pages    June 2019    Edinburgh U.P.
Hardback 9781474443036 £80.00

As it explores the multifaceted, imaginative, and highly subversive 
world of anti-militarism, the book also makes two overarching argu-
ments. First, that anti-militarists can help us to understand militarism 
in new and useful ways. And secondly, that the methods and ideas 
used by anti-militarists can be a potent force for radical political 
change.

Russell, Matheson
Habermas and Politics: A Critical Introduction

(Thinking Politics)

224 pages    May 2019    Edinburgh U.P.
Hardback 9781474420211 £80.00
Paperback 9781474420280 £24.99

Unified by a central focus on the theme of power, the book guides 
you through the sociological and philosophical perspectives that 
are essential to Habermas’s political theory. It situates the philoso-
pher’s political thinking in relation to key Continental theorists such 
as Carl Schmitt and Michel Foucault as well as current debates in 
Anglo-American political philosophy.

Sidorsky, Kaitlin
All Roads Lead to Power: The Appointed and Elected Paths 
to Public Office for US Women

248 pages    May 2019    Univ. Pr. of Kansas
Hardback 9780700627868 US$34.95

Analysing an original survey of political appointments at all levels of 
state government, All Roads Lead to Power offers an expanded, more 
nuanced view of women in politics. This book also questions the 
manner in which political ambition, particularly among women, is 
typically studied and understood.

Sotiriou, Stylianos A.
Politics and International Relations in Eurasia

268 pages    April 2019    Lexington Books
Hardback 9781498565387 US$100.00

This book looks at critical regional topics, such as the conflicts in 
Moldova, Crimea, Georgia, and South Ossetia and compares the 
countries’ energy politics.

Sunkara, Bhaskar
The Socialist Manifesto: The Case for Radical Politics in an 
Era of Extreme Inequality

284 pages    April 2019    Verso
Hardback 9781786636935 £14.99

In The Socialist Manifesto, Bhaskar Sunkara, editor of Jacobin maga-
zine, argues that socialism offers the means to achieve economic 
equality, and also to fight other forms of oppression, including rac-
ism and sexism. The ultimate goal is not Soviet-style planning, but to 
win rights to healthcare, education, and housing and to create new 
democratic institutions in workplaces and communities.
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Sunstein, Cass R.
On Freedom

136 pages    February 2019    Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691191157 ¥1,710

In this pathbreaking book, New York Times bestselling author Cass 
Sunstein asks us to rethink freedom. He shows that freedom of 
choice isn’t nearly enough. To be free, we must also be able to navi-
gate life.

Venditti, Valeria
The Law and Politics of Inclusion: From Rights to Practices 
of Disidentification

176 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780815356578 £115.00

Wang, Lin
Rural Elections in China: Institutionalization, State Intrusion 
and Democratization

300 pages    April 2019    World Scientific
Hardback 9781786341624 ¥17,820

By drawing on over 2,000 rural elections cases in China, this book an-
alyzes the latest developments and deciphers their implications—
not only for village elections, but also for China’s democratization 
process.

Xing, Li (ed.)
The International Political Economy of the BRICS

(The International Political Economy of New Regionalisms Series)

200 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138579576 £115.00

Yu, Jianxing
The Palgrave Handbook of Local Governance in 
Contemporary China

644 pages    March 2019    Palgrave Macmillan
Hardback 9789811327988 €169.99

各国の政情・政治史

Ashbee, Edward
US Politics Today: Fourth Edition

(Politics Today)

264 pages    June 2019    Manchester U.P.
Paperback 9781526124517 £17.99

US Politics Today introduces the key features of contemporary Ameri-
can politics but also considers the strengths and weaknesses of a 
system that is now faced by serious divisions and gripped by ten-
sions. The Trump presidency has placed a question mark against 
policies and institutions that were once seen as unassailable.

Bobic, Nikolina
Balkanization and Global Politics: Remaking Cities and 
Architecture

(Routledge Studies in Urbanism and the City)

210 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138061835 £115.00

Cohen, Jeffrey E.
The President on Capitol Hill: A Theory of Institutional 
Influence

336 pages    June 2019    Columbia U.P.
Hardback 9780231189149 US$105.00
Paperback 9780231189156 US$35.00

Jeffrey E. Cohen demonstrates that existing research has underes-
timated the president’s power to sway Congress. The President on 
Capitol Hill offers a compelling perspective on presidential-congres-
sional relations and develops a new theory of presidential influence.

Dickson, Brice
Writing the United Kingdom Constitution

(Pocket Politics)

100 pages    July 2019    Manchester U.P.
Paperback 9781526131935 £9.99

The purpose of the book is to raise awareness of the uniqueness of 
the United Kingdom’s unwritten constitution and to make it clear 
how the devolution of powers to the home nations, begun in 1998, 
coupled with the trials and tribulations associated with Brexit.

Gardels, Nathan & Berggruen, Nicolas
Renovating Democracy: Governing in the Age of 
Globalization and Digital Capitalism

(Great Transformations, 1)

248 pages    April 2019    U. of California Pr.
Hardback 9780520303607 US$27.95

With fierce clarity and conviction, Renovating Democracy tears down 
our basic structures and challenges us to conceive of an alternative 
framework for governance. To truly renovate our global systems, the 
authors argue for empowering participation without populism by 
integrating social networks and direct democracy into the system 
with new mediating institutions that complement representative 
government.

Leddy-Owen, Charles
Nationalism, Inequality and England’s Political Predicament

(Routledge Studies in Social and Political Thought)

208 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138086579 £115.00

Magone, Jose M.
Contemporary European Politics: A Comparative 
Introduction,  2nd ed

528 pages    May 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138894990 £110.00
Paperback 9781138895027 £32.99

McTavish, Duncan
Themes and Flux in British Politics: Evolution, Change and 
Turbulence

224 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138298354 £110.00

国家論・政府論・政治体制論

Blondel, Jean
African Presidential Republics

(African Governance)

208 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780367140229 £115.00
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Budge, Ian
Politics: A Unified Introduction to How Democracy Works

432 pages    May 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780367025083 £110.00
Paperback 9780367025090 £39.99

Gibbons, Ivan
Drawing the Line: The Irish Border in British Politics

(Haus Curiosities)

90 pages    June 2019    Haus Pub.
Paperback 9781912208296 ¥2,370

As the UK prepares to leave the European Union in 2019, the Irish 
border is once again a hot-button issue and pivotal to any settle-
ment reached. To enable a fuller understanding of this open ques-
tion, Drawing the Line provides a concise explanation of the current 
controversy by sketching it in its full historical context.

Klinenberg, Eric et al. (ed.)
Antidemocracy in America: Truth, Power, and the Republic 
at Risk

(Public Books Series)

224 pages    June 2019    Columbia U.P.
Hardback 9780231190107 US$60.00
Paperback 9780231190114 US$19.95

Antidemocracy in America is a collective effort to understand the fra-
gility of American democracy and how to protect it from the buried 
contradictions that Trump’s victory brought into view. It offers essays 
from leading scholars on topics including race, religion, gender, civil 
liberties, protest, inequality, immigration, and the media.

Papaconstantinou, George
Post-Crisis Europe: Economics, Politics and Democracy

(Comparative Political Economy)

224 pages    July 2019    Agenda Publishing
Hardback 9781911116974 £60.00
Paperback 9781911116981 £16.99

Europe is at a crossroads in its development: a restructuring at the 
very least, if not a new settlement of power within the union, is on 
the cards. This book will attempt to understand what “post-crisis 
Europe” will look like, and what the opportunities are to rethink its 
economic, social and institutional architecture as well as to address 
the nagging democratic deficit that undermines its legitimacy as a 
democratic entity.

社会勢力と政治

Crothers, Lane
Rage on the Right: The American Militia Movement from 
Ruby Ridge to the Trump Presidency,  2nd ed

208 pages    April 2019    Rowman & Littlefield
Hardback 9781538115718 US$65.00
Paperback 9781538115831 US$32.00

Dur, Andreas et al.
The Political Influence of Business in the European Union

(New Comparative Politics)

232 pages    March 2019    U. of Michigan Pr.
Hardback 9780472131181 US$75.00

Many citizens, politicians, and political activists voice concern about 
the political influence of business in the European Union (EU). But 
do business interests really pull the strings in Brussels? Contrary to 
expectations, this book shows that business is no more influential 
than other interests in shaping contemporary EU policies.

Fieschi, Catherine
Populocracy: The Tyranny of Authenticity and the Rise of 
Populism

(Comparative Political Economy)

224 pages    June 2019    Agenda Publishing
Hardback 9781788210249 £60.00

In this book, Catherine Fieschi looks beyond definitional issues to 
examine why populism and populist parties have become a feature 
of our politics. Populism’s appeal, she argues, needs to be under-
stood as a response to the fundamental reshaping of our political, 
economic and social spheres through globalization and the digital 
revolution. She shows how new dynamics unleashed by social me-
dia—the fantasy of radical transparency, the demand for immediacy, 
the rejection of expert truth and facts, and the imperative of con-
tinuous involvement—have been harnessed by populism, enabling 
it to make inroads into the political landscape that hitherto would 
have been unreceptive.

Ozolina, Liene
Politics of Waiting: Workfare, Post-Soviet Austerity and the 
Ethics of Freedom

(Political Ethnography)

160 pages    March 2019    Manchester U.P.
Hardback 9781526126252 £80.00

This book is a political ethnography that examines how welfare pro-
grams for the unemployed function as a contemporary form of state 
control.

政党・選挙・立法府

Dupont, Claire & Tanasescu, Mihnea (ed.)
The Edges of Political Representation: Mapping, Critiquing 
and Pushing the Boundaries

(ECPR Press)

224 pages    June 2019    R & L International
Hardback 9781785522970 US$100.00

This volume aims to map and critique the ‘edges’ of political rep-
resentation. By moving from a discussion in the classical electoral 
literature through feminist perspectives to different levels of repre-
sentation, different understandings of who is represented and onto 
empirical studies of symbolic and virtual representation through 
participation, the contributions in this book provide a nuanced as-
sessment while also presenting future avenues for research that go 
beyond the mainstream of research on political representation.

Green, Matthew N. & Harris, Douglas B.
Choosing the Leader: Leadership Elections in the U.S. 
House of Representatives

320 pages    March 2019    Yale U.P.
Paperback 9780300222579 US$35.00

How are congressional party leaders chosen? In the first compre-
hensive study since Robert Peabody’s classic Leadership in Congress, 
political scientists Matthew Green and Douglas Harris draw on 
newly collected data about U.S. House members who have sought 
leadership positions from the 1960s to the present—data including 
whip tallies, public and private vote commitments, interviews, and 
media accounts—to provide new insights into how the selection 
process truly works.

Grube, Dennis C.
Megaphone Bureaucracy: Speaking Truth to Power in the 
Age of the New Normal

224 pages    May 2019    Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691179674 ¥3,950

Megaphone Bureaucracy reveals how today’s civil servants are find-
ing a voice of their own as they join elected politicians on the public 
stage and jockey for advantage in the persuasion game of modern 
governance.
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Hall, Andrew B
Who Wants to Run? How the Devaluing of Political Office 
Drives Polarization

(Chicago Studies in American Politics)

168 pages    April 2019    Univ. of Chicago Pr.
Hardback 9780226609430 ¥11,880
Paperback 9780226609577 ¥3,960

While political scientists, journalists, and pundits have largely fo-
cused on voters, worried that they may be too partisan, too unin-
formed to vote for moderate candidates, or simply too extreme in 
their own political views, Hall argues that our political system dis-
courages moderate candidates from seeking office in the first place.

Harmel, Robert & Svasand, Lars G. (ed.)
Institutionalisation of Political Parties: Comparative Cases

(ECPR Press)

304 pages    March 2019    R & L International
Hardback 9781785523021 US$100.00

Employing a common conceptual framework throughout, the chap-
ters cover a broad range of cases and make important contributions 
toward building theories on why some parties succeed in institution-
alising while others fail. The book is primarily about the status some 
parties achieve as an ‘institution’, the means by which parties may 
acquire that status, and some of the obstacles that stand in their way.

Harp, Dustin
Gender in the 2016 US Presidential Election: Trump, Clinton, 
and Media Discourse

(Global Gender)

200 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138052215 £110.00
Paperback 9781138052239 £29.99

Hauser, Megan
Electoral Strategies under Authoritarianism: Evidence from 
the Former Soviet Union

(Russian, Eurasian, and Eastern European Politics)

232 pages    January 2019    Lexington Books
Hardback 9781498556712 US$95.00

This book explores the factors that explain incumbent and opposition 
behavior in electoral authoritarian regimes. It focuses on states in the 
post-Soviet region and finds variation in the types of manipulation, 
the formation of opposition coalitions as well as election boycotts.

Hill, Joshua
Voting as a Rite: A History of Elections in Modern China

(Harvard East Asian Monographs, 417 / Harvard University Asia Center)

316 pages    March 2019    Harvard U.P.
Hardback 9780674237216 US$65.00

For over a century, voting has been a surprisingly common politi-
cal activity in China. This book re-examines China’s experiments with 
elections from the perspective of intellectual and cultural history.

Loewen, Peter John & Rubenson, Daniel (ed.)
Duty and Choice: The Evolution of the Study of Voting and 
Voters

320 pages    May 2019    Univ. of Toronto Pr.
Hardback 9781442649248 US$90.00
Paperback 9781442626645 US$39.95

Organized into three sections focused on turnout, vote choice, and 
electoral systems, the volume seeks to provide novel insights into 
the most pressing questions for scholars of vote choice and voting 
behavior.

Lupu, Noam et al. (ed.)
Campaigns and Voters in Developing Democracies: 
Argentina in Comparative Perspective

320 pages    March 2019    U. of Michigan Pr.
Hardback 9780472131280 US$80.00

Voting behavior is informed by the experience of advanced democ-
racies, yet the electoral context in developing democracies is sig-
nificantly different. This book develops a theoretical framework to 
specify why voter behaviour differs across contexts.

Schmidt-Kleinert, Anja
Inclusion through Exclusion: How Young Immigrant 
Israelis in the Nationalist Yisra’el Beitenu Party Read Israeli 
Citizenship

(Political Science / Transcript-Verlag)

218 pages    March 2019    Columbia U.P.
Paperback 9783837645590 US$40.00

Shea, Daniel M.
Why Vote? Essential Questions About the Future of 
Elections in America

258 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138617896 £115.00

Vit, Michal
The EU’s Impact on Identity Formation in East-Central 
Europe Between 2004 and 2013: Perceptions of the Nation 
and Europe in Political Parties of the Czech Republic, 
Poland, and Slovakia

(Soviet and Post-Soviet Politics and Society)

160 pages    April 2019    Ibidem Pr.
Paperback 9783838212753 US$35.00

Michal Vit explores how national identities in the Czech Republic, 
Poland, and Slovakia have been influenced by their European envi-
ronment. Focusing on parliamentary political parties represented at 
both the national and European levels, he finds that there has been 
a gradual decrease of identification of political parties with the Eu-
ropean space.

Ware, Susan
Why They Marched: Untold Stories of the Women Who 
Fought for the Right to Vote

360 pages    May 2019    Belknap Pr.
Hardback 9780674986688 US$26.95

Looking beyond the national leadership of the suffrage movement, 
Susan Ware tells the inspiring story of nineteen dedicated women 
who carried the banner for the vote into communities across the na-
tion, out of the spotlight, protesting, petitioning, and demonstrating 
for women’s right to become full citizens.

人権・公民権

Bob, Clifford
Rights as Weapons: Instruments of Conflict, Tools of Power

272 pages    April 2019    Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691166049 ¥3,950

Delving into a range of historical and contemporary conflicts from 
all areas of the globe, Rights as Weapons focuses on the underexam-
ined ways in which the powerful wield rights as aggressive weapons 
against the weak.

Finn, John E.
Fracturing the Founding: How the Alt-Right Corrupts the 
Constitution

240 pages    April 2019    Rowman & Littlefield
Hardback 9781538123676 US$34.00
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Hern, Erin
Developing States, Shaping Citizenship: Service Delivery 
and Political Participation in Zambia

(African Perspectives)

240 pages    June 2019    U. of Michigan Pr.
Hardback 9780472074143 US$70.00

This book argues that the quality of citizens’ interactions with the 
government through service provision sends them important sig-
nals about what they can hope to gain from political action. These 
interactions influence not only formal political behaviours, but also 
collective behaviour, political engagement, and subversive behav-
iours like tax evasion.

政治理論・思想・イデオロギー

Adair-Toteff, Christopher
The Political Theories of Raymond Aron: Freedom, 
Democracy and National Identity

288 pages    March 2019    Edinburgh U.P.
Hardback 9781474447089 £75.00

Raymond Aron made major investigations into the dialectic be-
tween war and peace, and also developed a sophisticated theory of 
international relations. Despite this, his body of work has been over-
looked compared to that of his more famous contemporaries. This 
book shines a light on both the man and his work on ideological cri-
tique, the philosophy of history, international relations and political 
economy. The book also discusses Aron’s political legacy and argues 
that a number of his critiques and theories can help us address many 
of the problems and conflicts of the 21st century.

Borowska, Emilia
The Politics of Kathy Acker: Revolution and the Avant-Garde

264 pages    June 2019    Edinburgh U.P.
Hardback 9781474424653 £80.00

This study boldly argues for Acker’s revolutionary significance. It situ-
ates her within a historical avant-garde and examines how she took 
moments and movements from modern history, including the Paris 
Commune, Russian Nihilists, and the global revolts of the 1960s, to 
create her own political agenda.

Bottici, Chiara
Imaginal Politics: Images Beyond Imagination and the 
Imaginary

(New Directions in Critical Theory)

272 pages    April 2019    Columbia U.P.
Hardback 9780231157780 US$65.00
Paperback 9780231157797 US$30.00

Chiara Bottici brings fresh perspective to the formation of political 
and power relationships and the paradox of a world rich in imagery 
yet seemingly devoid of imagination. She identifies the imaginal’s 
critical role in powering representative democracies and its amplifi-
cation through globalization.

Catte, Elizabeth (ed.)
Left Elsewhere

(Forum / Boston Review)

128 pages    March 2019    MIT Pr.
Paperback 9781946511409 US$16.00

Fraser, Nancy
The Old Is Dying and the New Cannot Be Born

64 pages    April 2019    Verso
Paperback 9781788732727 £6.99

Leading political theorist Nancy Fraser, in conversation with Jacobin 
publisher Bhaskar Sunkara, dissects neoliberalism’s current crisis and 
argues that we might wrest new futures from its ruins.

Galisanka, Andrius
John Rawls: The Path to a Theory of Justice

272 pages    May 2019    Harvard U.P.
Hardback 9780674976474 US$45.00

Critics have maintained that John Rawls’s theory of justice is unre-
alistic and undemocratic. Andrius Galisanka’s incisive intellectual 
biography argues that in misunderstanding the origins and devel-
opment of Rawls’s argument, previous narratives fail to explain the 
novelty of his philosophical approach and so misunderstand his po-
litical vision.

Kaplan, Gregory B.
The Origins of Democratic Zionism

180 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780367133481 £115.00

Macklin, Graham
White Racial Nationalism in Britain: A History

(Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far Right)

256 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780415627290 £75.00

Shomali, Alireza
Thoughtlessness and Decadence in Iran: A Sojourn in 
Comparative Political Theory

416 pages    April 2019    State U. of New York
Hardback 9781438473796 US$95.00

Thoughtlessness and Decadence in Iran explores from a theoretical 
perspective the problem of democracy deficit—or, political deca-
dence—in contemporary Iran and, by implication, in present-day 
Middle Eastern societies.

Waring, Alan (ed.)
The New Authoritarianism, Vol. 2: A Risk Analysis of the 
European Alt-Right Phenomenon

420 pages    March 2019    Ibidem Pr.
Paperback 9783838212630 US$50.00

This two-volume book considers the new alt-right authoritarianism 
from a risk perspective. Vol. 2 illuminates the phenomenon in the 
United Kingdom, Austria, France, Germany, Netherlands, Norway, 
Italy, Hungary, and Russia. Potential strategies to limit the alt-right 
threat are proposed. Volume 1 (9783838211534) was published in No-
vember 2018.

Zehndorfer, Elesa
Evolution, Politics and Charisma: Why do Populists Win?

168 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138625037 £110.00
Paperback 9781138625044 £29.99

国際関係論

Amborn, Hermann / West, Adrian Nathan (trans.)
Law as Refuge of Anarchy: Societies without Hegemony or 
State

(Untimely Meditations)

232 pages    March 2019    MIT Pr.
Paperback 9780262536585 US$19.95

A study of communities in the Horn of Africa where reciprocity is a 
dominant social principle, offering a concrete countermodel to the 
hierarchical state.
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Athanassopoulou, Ekavi
Turkey and Israel since 1948

(Routledge Studies in Middle Eastern Politics)

224 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138585805 £105.00

Bargues-Pedreny, Pol & Mathieu, Xavier (ed.)
The Politics of Peacebuilding in a Diverse World: Difference 
Exposed

166 pages    May 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780367209742 £115.00

Bunk, Benjamin et al. (ed.)
Postcolonial Social Work and Local Knowledge

(Postcolonial Studies / Transcript-Verlag)

350 pages    May 2019    Columbia U.P.
Paperback 9783837643145 US$40.00

Butcher, Charity
The Handbook of Cross-Border Ethnic and Religious 
Affinities

448 pages    April 2019    R & L International
Hardback 9781442250215 US$100.00

This unique resource serves both qualitative and quantitative re-
searchers. For ease of use, it is divided in sections for each region of 
world, with the entries organized by pairs of contiguous countries. 
Each entry for a pair of countries briefly discusses the ethnic and re-
ligious groups that are common to both countries and the historical 
and current connections between these groups.

Czechowska, Lucyna et al. (ed.)
States, International Organizations and Strategic 
Partnerships

552 pages    July 2019    Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781788972277 £135.00

In post-Cold War international relations, strategic partnerships are an 
emerging and distinct analytical and political category critical in un-
derstanding the dynamics of contemporary strategic cooperation 
between states and International Organizations.

Durfee, Mary & Johnstone, Rachael Lorna
Arctic Governance in a Changing World

(New Millennium Books in International Studies)

344 pages    March 2019    Rowman & Littlefield
Hardback 9781442235625 US$95.00
Paperback 9781442235632 US$39.00

Eberle, Jakub
Discourse and Affect in Foreign Policy: Germany and the 
Iraq War

(New International Relations)

192 pages    May 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138596894 £115.00

Ferenczy, Zsuzsa A.
Europe, China, and the Limits of Normative Power

(New Horizons in European Politics Series)

208 pages    March 2019    Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781788975810 £75.00

Europe, China, and the Limits of Normative Power is a groundbreaking 
book, offering insights into European influence regarding China’s 
development, during a period when Europe confronts its most seri-
ous political, social, and economic crises of the post-war period.

Fielitz, Maik & Thurston, Nick (ed.)
Post-Digital Cultures of the Far Right: Online Actions and 
Offline Consequences in Europe and the US

(Political Science / Transcript-Verlag)

212 pages    March 2019    Columbia U.P.
Paperback 9783837646702 US$35.00

How does the far right operate today? This volume presents a 
unique critical survey of the online and offline tactics, symbols, and 
platforms that are strategically remixed to stake national and trans-
national cultural claims by contemporary far-right groups in Europe 
and North America.

Hoijtink, Marijn & Leese, Matthias (ed.)
Technology and Agency in International Relations

(Emerging Technologies, Ethics and International Affairs)

240 pages    May 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138615397 £115.00

Isakovic, Zlatko
Introduction to a Theory of Political Power in International 
Relations

308 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138712379 £99.00

Khalil, Osamah F. (ed.)
United States Relations with China and Iran: Towards the 
Asian Century

(New Approaches to International History)

256 pages    July 2019    Bloomsbury Academic
Hardback 9781350087736 £85.00

Bringing together experts from history, international relations and 
the social sciences, United States Relations with China and Iran exam-
ines the past, present and future of U.S. foreign relations toward the 
People’s Republic of China and the Islamic Republic of Iran. It ben-
efits from recently declassified documents and an interdisciplinary, 
transnational approach to explore different aspects of the relations 
between these three countries.

Larres, Klaus & Wittlinger, Ruth (ed.)
Understanding Global Politics: Actors and Themes in 
International Affairs

448 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138682276 £90.00

Leukavets, Alla
The Integration Policies of Belarus and Ukraine vis-a-vis 
the EU and Russia: A Comparative Case Study Through the 
Lenses of a Two-Level Games Approach

(Soviet and Post-Soviet Politics and Society)

354 pages    April 2019    Ibidem Pr.
Paperback 9783838212470 US$45.00

Belarus and Ukraine received proposals of integration from both 
the EU and Russia. Alla Leukavets analyzes how the simultaneity of 
European and Eurasian integration challenged the two countries to 
make a major strategic choice. The study sheds light on the reasons 
for and genesis of the Ukraine crisis.

Mbembe, Achille
Out of the Dark Night: Essays on Decolonization

208 pages    April 2019    Columbia U.P.
Hardback 9780231160285 US$30.00

Achille Mbembe is one of the world’s most profound critics of co-
lonialism and its consequences. In Out of the Great Darkness, he of-
fers a rich analysis of the paradoxes of the postcolonial moment that 
points toward new liberatory models of community and humanity.
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March 2019
246 pages

Hardback
9781498555258
US$95.00

LEXINGTON BOOKS

新たなる未知へ：スター・トレックとスター・ウォーズを
通して見る国際関係と政治
The Final Frontier:  
International Relations and Politics 
through Star Trek and Star Wars
Politics, Literature, & Film

By Joel R. Campbell and Gigi Gokcek

This book examines politics in terms of space fiction, international relations and 
theory, using the Star Wars and Star Trek television and movie franchises to illus-
trate these dimensions.

March 2019
752 pages

Hardback
9781138285507
£165.00

ROUTLEDGE

ラウトレッジ版NGOと国際関係ハンドブック
Routledge Handbook of NGOs and 
International Relations
Edited by Thomas Davies

Offering insights from pioneering new perspectives in addition to well-established 
traditions of research, this Handbook considers the activities not only of advocacy 
groups in the environmental, feminist, human rights, humanitarian, and peace 
sectors, but also the array of religious, professional, and business associations that 
make up the wider non-governmental organization (NGO) community.

March 2019
448 pages

Hardback
9781788110693
£190.00

EDWARD ELGAR

国際危機の仲介研究ハンドブック
Research Handbook on Mediating 
International Crises
Edited by Jonathan Wilkenfeld, et al.

This Research Handbook addresses this problem by presenting the leading expert 
opinions on international mediation, examining how international mediation prac-
tices, mechanisms and institutions should adapt to the changing characteristics of 
contemporary international crises.
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Neal, Andrew W.
Security as Politics: Beyond the State of Exception

288 pages    March 2019    Edinburgh U.P.
Hardback 9781474450928 £80.00

Using archival research and interviews with politicians, Andrew W. 
Neal investigates security politics from the 1980s to the present day to 
show how its meaning and practice have changed over time. He de-
velops an original reassessment of the security/politics relationship 
that directly challenges current debates in critical security studies.

Olson, James M.
To Catch a Spy: The Art of Counterintelligence

248    May 2019    Georgetown U.P.
Hardback 9781626166806 US$29.95

In To Catch a Spy: The Art of Counterintelligence, James M. Olson, for-
mer chief of CIA counterintelligence, offers a wake-up call for the 
American public and also a guide for how our country can do a bet-
ter job of protecting its national security and trade secrets.

Ostermann, Christian
Between Containment and Rollback: The United States and 
the Cold War in Germany

(Cold War International History Project)

416 pages    April 2019    Stanford U.P.
Hardback 9781503606784 US$45.00

Based on recently declassified documents from American, Russian, 
and German archives, this book tells the story of U.S. policy toward 
East Germany from 1945 to 1953.

Prunckun, Hank
Counterintelligence Theory and Practice,  2nd ed

(Security and Professional Intelligence Education Series)

288 pages    March 2019    Rowman & Littlefield
Hardback 9781786606877 US$120.00
Paperback 9781786606884 US$45.95

Sand, Peter H. (ed.)
International Environmental Agreements

(The International Library of Law and the Environment Series, 10)

928 pages    July 2019    Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781788118644 £310.00

There has been an exponential growth in international environ-
mental treaty-making over the past fifty years, to the point of ‘treaty 
congestion’—with a total of more than 1,300 multilateral (global and 
regional) agreements on the topic and close to 3,000 bilateral ones 
currently in force.

Slaughter, Steven (ed.)
The G20 and International Relations Theory: Perspectives 
on Global Summitry

256 pages    May 2019    Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781786432643 £90.00

This book considers the current and future significance of the G20 
by using International Relations theory to examine its political im-
pact as an informal form of global governance.

Tyvela, Kirk
The Dictator Dilemma: The United States and Paraguay in 
the Cold War

(Pitt Illuminations)

256 pages    April 2019    U. of Pittsburgh Pr.
Hardback 9780822965732 US$45.00

Tells the story of US bilateral relations with the Alfredo Stroessner 
dictatorship (1954–1989). Kirk Tyvela focuses on how and why that 
diplomatic relationship changed during the Cold War from coopera-
tion, based on mutual opposition to communism, to conflict, based 
on clashing expectations concerning democratic reforms and hu-
man rights.

Wang, Jianwei & Hoo, Tiang Boon (eds.)
China’s Omnidirectional Peripheral Diplomacy

(Series on Contemporary China)

250 pages    March 2019    World Scientific
Hardback 9789813141780 ¥14,260

This book examines China’s evolving strategies towards its surround-
ing peripheries. It is the first book to examine in detail President Xi 
Jinping’s steering of China’s peripheral diplomacy. It argues that 
China pursues an ambitious, omnidirectional regional diplomacy 
that emphasizes the entire periphery region, and not just specific 
peripheries.

Yan, Xuetong
Leadership and the Rise of Great Powers

(The Princeton-China)

280 pages    April 2019    Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691190082 ¥3,950

Leadership and the Rise of Great Powers explains China’s expanding 
influence by presenting a moral-realist theory that attributes the rise 
and fall of nations to political leadership.

各国の外交

Bluth, Christoph
The Nuclear Challenge: US-Russian Strategic Relations After 
the Cold War

190 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138721654 £80.00

Coticchia, Fabrizio & Davidson, Jason W.
Italian Foreign Policy during Matteo Renzi’s Government: 
A Domestically Focused Outsider and the World

(Foreign Policies of the Middle Powers)

210 pages    March 2019    Lexington Books
Hardback 9781498551540 US$90.00

This book explains the foreign policy of Italian Prime Minister Matteo 
Renzi. It argues that Renzi’s domestic focus and outsider status are 
critical in allowing us to make sense of Renzi’s policies toward the 
European Union as well as instability in Libya and the fight against 
the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant.

Fields, David P.
Foreign Friends: Syngman Rhee, American Exceptionalism, 
and the Division of Korea

(Studies in Conflict, Diplomacy, and Peace)

256 pages    March 2019    U. Pr. of Kentucky
Hardback 9780813177199 US$50.00

Alleging that the US turned its back on the most rapidly Christian-
izing nation in the world when it acquiesced to Japan’s annexation 
of Korea in 1905, Rhee constructed a coalition of American support-
ers to pressure policymakers to right these historical wrongs by sup-
porting Korea’s independence.
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Fry, Joseph A.
Lincoln, Seward, and US Foreign Relations in the Civil War Era

(Studies in Conflict, Diplomacy, and Peace)

248 pages    March 2019    U. Pr. of Kentucky
Hardback 9780813177120 US$60.00

In this book Joseph A. Fry examines the foreign policy decisions that 
resulted from the partnership of President Abraham Lincoln and 
Secretary of State William Henry Seward and the legacy of those 
decisions.

Gagliano, Joseph A.
Alliance Decision-Making in the South China Sea: Between 
Allied and Alone

(Routledge Studies in US Foreign Policy)

224 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780815395386 £115.00

Lagutina, Maria L.
Russia’s Arctic Policy in the Twenty-First Century: National 
and International Dimensions

(Russian, Eurasian, and Eastern European Politics)

210 pages    March 2019    Lexington Books
Hardback 9781498551571 US$90.00

This book deals with the current Arctic policy of Russia in its domes-
tic and foreign dimensions in global epoch. It offers the first com-
prehensive examination of Russia’s arctic interests, approaches, and 
strategy in different areas: from political issues to social policy, and 
main difficulties and challenges in the modern Russian Arctic.

Lantis, Jeffrey S.
Foreign Policy Advocacy and Entrepreneurship: How a New 
Generation in Congress Is Shaping U.S. Engagement with 
the World

336 pages    May 2019    U. of Michigan Pr.
Hardback 9780472131310 US$85.00

Highlights advocacy and activism across party lines and probes im-
plications for theory and policy-making. The book explores original 
case studies of eight US policy-makers who challenged authority 
during the Obama administration—from war veterans and funda-
mentalist Christian activists to former spies and minority legislators.

Salzman, Rachel S.
Russia, BRICS, and the Disruption of Global Order

208 pages    April 2019    Georgetown U.P.
Hardback 9781626166608 US$98.95

BRICS is not exclusively a Russian story, but understanding the role 
of BRICS in Russian foreign policy is critical to understanding the 
group’s mission. In a time of alienation from the Euro-Atlantic world, 
BRICS provides Russia with much needed political support and legit-
imacy. While the longterm cohesion of the group is uncertain, BRICS 
stands as one of Vladimir Putin’s signature international accomplish-
ments. This book is essential reading for scholars and policymakers 
interested in Russian foreign policy, the BRICS group, and global 
governance.

軍事学

Fravel, M. Taylor
Active Defense: China’s Military Strategy since 1949

(Princeton Studies in International History and Politics)

360 pages    April 2019    Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691152134 ¥4,620

Drawing from diverse Chinese-language sources, including mem-
oirs of leading generals, military histories, and document collections 
that have become available only in the last two decades, Fravel 
shows why transformations in military strategy were pursued at 
certain times and not others. He focuses on the military strategies 
adopted in 1956, 1980, and 1993—when the PLA was attempting to 
wage war in a new kind of way—to show that China has pursued 
major change in its strategic guidelines when there has been a sig-
nificant shift in the conduct of warfare in the international system 
and when China’s Communist Party has been united.

Klein, John J.
Understanding Space Strategy: The Art of War in Space

(Space Power and Politics)

256 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138354623 £115.00

法律学

法律学全般

Ackerman, Bruce
Revolutionary Constitutions: Charismatic Leadership and 
the Rule of Law

432 pages    May 2019    Belknap Pr.
Hardback 9780674970687 US$35.00

Offering insights into the origins, successes, and threats to revolu-
tionary constitutionalism, Bruce Ackerman takes us to India, South 
Africa, Italy, France, Poland, Burma, Israel, Iran, and the U.S. and pro-
vides a blow-by-blow account of the tribulations that confronted 
popular movements in their insurgent campaigns for constitutional 
democracy.

Mendes, Errol P.
Peace and Justice at the International Criminal Court: 
A Court of Last Resort,  2nd ed

256 pages    May 2019    Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781783477081 £80.00

Peace and Justice at the International Criminal Court focuses on the 
evolution and the present-day work of the International Criminal 
Court, a historic global institution. The author also discusses the 
challenges facing the Court from failed prosecutions to failures of 
the UN Security Council and other member states.

裁判・訴訟・司法行政

Volcansek, Mary L.
Comparative Judicial Politics

240 pages    April 2019    Rowman & Littlefield
Hardback 9781538104712 US$78.00
Paperback 9781538104729 US$39.00
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国際法・国際組織

Betts, Alexander et al.
The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
(UNHCR): The Politics and Practice of Refugee Protection,  
3rd ed

(Global Institutions)

264 pages    May 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138697294 £90.00

Margolies, Daniel S. et al. (ed.)
The Extraterritoriality of Law: History, Theory, Politics

(Politics of Transnational Law)

240 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780815378587 £115.00

Rodriguez, Sergio Gonzalez / Neuhouser, Joshua (trans.)
Field of Battle

(Intervention)

160 pages    February 2019    Semiotext(e)
Paperback 9781635900880 US$13.95

Field of Battle presents the world today as nothing less than a war 
in progress, with Mexico an illustrative microcosm of the develop-
ing geopolitical scenario: a battlefield in which violence, drug traf-
ficking, and organized crime—as well as the alegal state that works 
alongside all of this in the guise of fighting against it—hold sway. 
Sergio González Rodríguez argues that a surveillance and control 
model has been imposed on the international community through 
extreme neoliberal ideology, free markets, the globalized economy, 
and the rise of the information society. The threats are clear.

Sassoli, Marco
International Humanitarian Law: Rules, Controversies, and 
Solutions to Problems Arising in Warfare

(Principles of International Law Series)

720 pages    March 2019    Edward Elgar
Hardback 9781786438546 £155.00

Focusing on the controversies that impact IHL in practice, this 
much-anticipated book from leading expert Marco Sassoli discusses 
when IHL applies, its substantive rules, how to ensure its respect and 
whether the traditional distinction between international and non-
international armed conflicts remains relevant.

Soroka, George et al. (ed.)
Journal of Soviet and Post-Soviet Politics and Society, Vol. 4, 
No. 2: 2018

140 pages    May 2019    Ibidem Pr.
Paperback 9783838212968 US$35.00

Issue 5.1 deals with Russia’s post-Maidan foreign policy towards the 
so-called “near abroad,” or the former Soviet states. The contributors 
to this special issue are all regional specialists based either in Europe 
or the United States.

心理学・教育学

Richards, Barry Professor
The Psychology of Politics

(The Psychology of Everything)

104 pages    April 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138551671 £105.00

哲学

哲学全般

Rosenblum, Nancy L. & Muirhead, Russell
A Lot of People Are Saying: The New Conspiracism and the 
Assault on Democracy

240 pages    April 2019    Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691188836 ¥3,560

Conspiracy theories are as old as politics. But conspiracists today 
have introduced something new—conspiracy without theory. And 
the new conspiracism has moved from the fringes to the heart of 
government with the election of Donald Trump. In A Lot of People Are 
Saying, Russell Muirhead and Nancy Rosenblum show how the new 
conspiracism differs from classic conspiracy theory, why so few offi-
cials speak truth to conspiracy, and what needs to be done to resist it.

April 2019
592 pages

Hardback
9781788117463
£205.00

EDWARD ELGAR

国際法と平和研究ハンドブック
Research Handbook on International 
Law and Peace
Research Handbooks in International Law Series

Edited by Cecilia M. Bailliet and Kjetil M. Larsen

Bringing together contributions from leading researchers in the field of interna-
tional law and peace, this Research Handbook analyses peace in the context of law 
applicable to women, refugees, environmentalism, sustainable development, dis-
armament, and other key contemporary issues.
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April 2019
441 pages

Hardback
9783838213019
US$99.00

Paperback
9783838212791
US$50.00

IBIDEM PRESS

国際法とソビエト後の空間Ⅰ：チェチェンとバルト諸国
International Law and the Post-Soviet 
Space, I: Essays on Chechnya and the 
Baltic States
Soviet and Post-Soviet Politics and Society

By Thomas D Grant

Legal proceedings in connection with events in the post-Soviet space brought 
before the International Court of Justice and under investment treaties or the UN 
Convention on the Law of the Sea may be steps toward the resolution of recent 
crises—or tests of the resiliency of modern international law.

April 2019
530 pages

Hardback
9783838213026
US$99.00

Paperback
9783838212807
US$50.00

IBIDEM PRESS

国際法とソビエト後の空間Ⅱ： 
ウクライナ、武力介入、核不拡散
International Law and the Post-Soviet 
Space, II: Essays on Ukraine, 
Intervention, and Non-Proliferation
Soviet and Post-Soviet Politics and Society

By Thomas D Grant

This volume deals with legal issues concerning Russia’s annexation of Crimea and 
intervention in the Donbas, so-called ‘frozen conflicts’ and ‘hybrid warfare,’ the use 
of courts and tribunals to address armed aggression, and the implications of recent 
events for the security guarantees connected to nuclear non-proliferation. Con-
tinuing from the first volume, which contains Parts One and Two on Chechnya and 
the Baltic States, this book is comprised of Part Three—Ukraine and other successor 
States: Territorial Integrity and its Challengers in the Post-Soviet Space; Part Four—
Intervention and International Law; Part Five—Legal Proceedings and Unlawful 
Claims; and Part Six—Non-Proliferation after Budapest

April 2019
720 pages

Hardback
9781785369841
£235.00

EDWARD ELGAR

対外直接投資研究ハンドブック
Research Handbook on Foreign Direct 
Investment
Research Handbooks in International Law Series

Edited by Markus Krajewski and Rhea T. Hoffmann

Increasing international investment, the proliferation of international investment 
agreements, domestic legislation and investor-state contracts have contributed 
to the development of a new field of international law that defines obligations 
between host states and foreign investors with investor-state dispute settlements.
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Tamir, Yael
Why Nationalism

224 pages    February 2019    Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691190105 ¥3,290

Around the world today, nationalism is back—and it’s often deeply 
troubling. Populist politicians exploit nationalism for authoritarian, 
chauvinistic, racist, and xenophobic purposes, reinforcing the view 
that it is fundamentally reactionary and antidemocratic. But Yael 
(Yuli) Tamir makes a passionate argument for a very different kind of 
nationalism—one that revives its participatory, creative, and egali-
tarian virtues, answers many of the problems caused by neoliberal-
ism and hyperglobalism, and is essential to democracy at its best.

認識論

Huseyinzadegan, Dilek
Kant’s Nonideal Theory of Politics

224 pages    April 2019    Northwestern U.P.
Hardback 9780810139886 US$99.95
Paperback 9780810139879 US$34.95

This book argues that Kant’s political thought must be understood 
by reference to his philosophy of history, cultural anthropology, 
and geography. The thesis is that Kant’s assessment of the politi-
cally salient features of history, culture, and geography generates a 
non-ideal theory of politics, which supplements his ideal theory of 
cosmopolitanism.

近代・現代西洋哲学の諸学派

Brown, Wendy
In the Ruins of Neoliberalism: The Rise of Antidemocratic 
Politics in the West

(The Wellek Library Lectures)

224 pages    July 2019    Columbia U.P.
Hardback 9780231193849 US$75.00
Paperback 9780231193856 US$25.00

Wendy Brown explains the hard-right turn in Western politics. She 
argues that neoliberalism’s intensification of nihilism coupled with 
its accidental wounding of white-male supremacy generates an 
apocalyptic populism willing to destroy the world rather than en-
dure a future in which this supremacy disappears.

宗教

宗教学・宗教思想

Israel, Jeffrey
Living with Hate in American Politics and Religion: 
How Popular Culture Can Defuse Intractable Differences

384 pages    April 2019    Columbia U.P.
Hardback 9780231190169 US$65.00

Jeffrey Israel offers an innovative argument for the power of playful-
ness in popular culture to make our capacity for coexistence imagin-
able. He explores how people from different backgrounds can pur-
sue justice together, even as they play with their divisive grudges, 
prejudices, and desires in their cultural lives.

キリスト教の神学と教理

Barbato, Mariano P. et al. (ed.)
Modern Papal Diplomacy and Social Teaching in World 
Affairs

(Routledge Studies in Religion and Politics)

188 pages    May 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780367200237 £115.00

歴史学・地域研究

ヨーロッパ史全般

Cole, Alistair
Emmanuel Macron and the Two Years That Changed France

(Pocket Politics)

152 pages    March 2019    Manchester U.P.
Paperback 9781526140494 £9.99

This book looks at the period 2015–18 in French politics, which wit-
nessed the emergence of a new political order centred on Emman-
uel Macron. It asks whether modern political leadership is capable of 
restoring trust in political institutions and investigates the transfor-
mative nature of the Macron presidency.

Cove, Patricia
Italian Politics and Nineteenth-Century British Literature 
and Culture

(Edinburgh Critical Studies in Victorian Culture)

208 pages    June 2019    Edinburgh U.P.
Hardback 9781474447249 £75.00

Crossing borders, political divides and genres, this book examines 
the intersections among literary works by Elizabeth Barrett Brown-
ing, Mary Shelley and Wilkie Collins, journalism, parliamentary re-
cords and pamphlets, to establish Britain’s imaginative investment in 
the seismic geopolitical realignment of Italian unification.

Esders, Stefan et al. (ed.)
The Merovingian Kingdoms and the Mediterranean World: 
Revisiting the Sources

(Studies in Early Medieval History)

280 pages    May 2019    Bloomsbury Academic
Hardback 9781350048386 £85.00

The papers collected here provide new insights into the history of 
the Merovingian kingdoms by examining various relevant issues, 
ranging from identity formation to the shape and rules of diplo-
matic relations, cultural transformation, as well as voiced attitudes 
towards the “other”. Each of the papers begins with a short excerpt 
from a primary source, which serves as a stimulus for the discussion 
of broader issues.

Habermas, Rebekka (ed.)
Negotiating the Secular and the Religious in the German 
Empire: Transnational Approaches

(New German Historical Perspectives, 10)

296 pages    March 2019    Berghahn
Hardback 9781789201512 US$120.00

With its rapid industrialization, modernization, and gradual de-
mocratization, Imperial Germany has typically been understood in 
secular terms. However, religion and religious actors actually played 
crucial roles in the history of the Kaiserreich, a fact that becomes 
particularly evident when viewed through a transnational lens. In 
this volume, leading scholars of sociology, religious studies, and his-
tory study the interplay of secular and religious worldviews beyond 
the simple interrelation of practices and ideas.

Heuser, Beatrice
Brexit in History: Sovereignty or a European Union?

208 pages    March 2019    Hurst
Hardback 9781787381261 £20.00

With the United Kingdom’s vote to leave the EU, state sovereignty 
seems to be pushing back against two centuries of travel in the 
other direction. The Brexit result shows that distrust of a ‘greater Eu-
rope’ and fierce insistence on state sovereignty remain live issues in 
today’s politics. To explain recent events, Beatrice Heuser charts the 
history and culture underpinning this age-old tension between two 
systems of international affairs.
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Langenbacher, Eric
Twilight of the Merkel Era: Power and Politics in Germany 
after the 2017 Bundestag Election

295 pages    June 2019    Berghahn
Hardback 9781789202649 US$150.00
Paperback 9781789202656 US$29.95

Paying special attention to the rise of the AfD, this volume delves 
into the campaign, leading political figures, the structure of the 
electorate, the state of the parties, the media environment, coalition 
negotiations, and policy impacts.

Perry, Valery (ed.)
Extremism and Violent Extremism in Serbia: 21st Century 
Manifestations of an Historical Challenge

314 pages    April 2019    Ibidem Pr.
Paperback 9783838212609 US$40.00

This volume explores the issues of extremism and violent extremism 
in Serbia through research from a multitude of different interdisci-
plinary perspectives. It explores the issue as evident on the ground 
in Serbia in 2017 and 2018, using fresh and original research and per-
spectives that demonstrate that Serbia is at risk of many types of 
extremism.

Sweeney, Stuart
The Europe Illusion: Britain, France, Germany and the Long 
History of European Integration

394 pages    March 2019    Reaktion Books
Hardback 9781789140606 £25.00

In The Europe Illusion, Stuart Sweeney considers Britain’s relation-
ships with France and Prussia-Germany since the map of Europe 
was redrawn at Westphalia in 1648. A timely and far-sighted study, 
it argues that integration in Europe has evolved through diplomatic, 
economic and cultural links cemented between these three states.

Wung-Sung, Tobias Haimin
Beyond the Border: Young Minority Identities in the Danish-
German Border Region, 1955–1971

260 pages    March 2019    Berghahn
Hardback 9781789201741 US$120.00

In the nineteenth century, the hotly disputed border region be-
tween Denmark and Germany was the focus of an intricate conflict 
that complicates questions of ethnic and national identity even to-
day. Beyond the Border reconstructs the experiences of both Danish 
and German minority youths living in the area from the 1950s to the 
1970s, a period in which relations remained tense amid the broader 
developments of Cold War geopolitics.

イギリス史・アイルランド史

Esteves, Olivier & Porion, Stephane (ed.)
The Lives and Afterlives of Enoch Powell: The Undying 
Political Animal

(Routledge Studies in Fascism and the Far Right)

224 pages    May 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138339286 £115.00

Hulme, Tom
After the Shock City: Urban Culture and the Making of 
Modern Citizenship

(Royal Historical Society Studies in History: New Series / Royal Historical 
Society)

272 pages    May 2019    Boydell & Brewer
Hardback 9780861933495 £50.00

A comparative and trans-national study of urban culture in Britain 
and the United States from the late nineteenth to the twentieth 
century.

Martin, Thomas
Counter-Radicalisation Policy and the Securing of British 
Identity: The Politics of Prevent

208 pages    April 2019    Manchester U.P.
Hardback 9781526140081 £80.00

Offering an innovative account of Britain’s counter-radicalisation 
policy, Prevent, this book provides a timely analysis of the UK’s re-
sponse to the threat of ‘homegrown’ terrorism.

Moss, Jonathan
Women, Workplace Protest and Political Identity in 
England, 1968–85

(Gender in History)

224 pages    April 2019    Manchester U.P.
Hardback 9781526124883 £80.00

This book revisits women’s workplace protest from an historical per-
spective to deliver a new account of working-class women’s political 
identity in England between 1968 and 1985.

April 2019
328 pages

Hardback
9781898565161
£30.00

JOHN ADAMSON

マルガレット・ド・フラオー
Margaret de Flahaut (1788–1867):  
A Scotswoman at the French Court
By Diana Scarisbrick

The political and social worlds of France, England and Vienna during the period 
which began with the French Revolution and ended with the Second Empire are 
engagingly seen through the eyes of a highly intelligent Scotswoman, Margaret 
Mercer Elphinstone, who weds Charles de Flahaut, a Napoleonic general, against 
the wishes of her admiral father.
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ロシア・東欧（旧共産圏）研究

Argenti, Nicolas (ed.)
Post-Ottoman Topologies: The Presence of the Past in the 
Era of the Nation State

(Studies in Social Analysis, 8)

155 pages    April 2019    Berghahn
Hardback 9781789202397 US$95.00
Paperback 9781789202403 US$27.95

With contributions from several of the Balkan countries that once 
were united under the aegis of the Ottoman Empire, this latest vol-
ume proposes new theoretical approaches to the experience and 
transmission of the past through time.

Austin, Robert Clegg
Making and Remaking the Balkans: Nations and States 
Since 1878

(Munk Series on Global Affairs)

224 pages    May 2019    Univ. of Toronto Pr.
Hardback 9781487504694 US$34.95

This book provides an overview of the Balkans since 1878 with an 
emphasis on the region post-1989. Mindful of a complicated past, it 
seeks to explain why the region has endured such a prolonged and 
fraught transition to democracy and eventual membership in the 
European Union.

Calic, Marie-Janine / Janik, Elizabeth (trans.)
The Great Cauldron: A History of Southeastern Europe

660 pages    June 2019    Harvard U.P.
Hardback 9780674983922 US$39.95

We often think of the Balkans as a region beset by turmoil and back-
wardness, but from late antiquity to the present it has been a dy-
namic meeting place of cultures and religions. Marie-Janine Calic 
invites us to reconsider the history of this intriguing, diverse region 
as essential to the story of global Europe.

Cucu, Alina-Sandra
Planning Labour: Time and the Foundations of Industrial 
Socialism in Romania

(International Studies in Social History, 32)

300 pages    April 2019    Berghahn
Hardback 9781789201857 US$120.00

Planning Labour explores the early socialist industrialization and the 
implementation of central economic planning in Romania between 
1945 and 1955. Centered on the city of Cluj, an ethnically mixed city in 
the northwestern part of Romania, this volume examines the deeply 
contradictory process required for achieving socialist accumulation.

Greene, Samuel A. & Robertson, Graeme B.
Putin v. the People: The Perilous Politics of a Divided Russia

288 pages    June 2019    Yale U.P.
Hardback 9780300238396 US$30.00

Telling the story of Putin’s rule through pivotal episodes such as 
the aftermath of the “For Fair Elections” protests, the annexation of 
Crimea, and the War in Eastern Ukraine, Greene and Robertson draw 
on interviews, surveys, social media data, and leaked documents to 
reveal how hard Putin has to work to maintain broad popular sup-
port, while exposing the changing tactics that the Kremlin has used 
to bolster his popularity.

Joja, Iulia-Sabina
Romania’s Strategic Culture, 1990–2014: Continuity and 
Change in a Post-Communist Country’s Evolution of 
National Interests and Security Policies

220 pages    May 2019    Ibidem Pr.
Paperback 9783838212869 US$40.00

This book sheds light on the reasons why specific features of a coun-
try’s strategic thinking remain rigid while others transform.

Kirchhof, Astrid Mignon & McNeill, John R.
Nature and the Iron Curtain: Environmental Policy and 
Social Movements in Communist and Capitalist Countries, 
1945–1990

216 pages    March 2019    U. of Pittsburgh Pr.
Hardback 9780822945451 US$40.00

Provides a political and comparative history of environmentalism 
and environmental policy in the communist and capitalist worlds 
during the Cold War years. The book deals with several different 
national and transnational contexts throughout the length and 
breadth of the Cold War.

Kort, Michael G.
The Soviet Colossus: History and Aftermath,  8th ed

560 pages    May 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780815399179 £115.00
Paperback 9780815399216 £32.99

July 2019
912 pages

Hardback
9781538120477
US$190.00

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD

ロシア連邦歴史辞典　第２版

Historical Dictionary of the Russian 
Federation  2nd edition
Historical Dictionaries of Europe

By Robert A. Saunders

This second edition of Historical Dictionary of the Russian Federation contains a chro-
nology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has 
over 700 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy, for-
eign relations, religion, and culture.
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Lipman, Maria (ed.)
Russian Voices on Post-Crimea Russia: An Almanac of 
Counterpoint Essays from 2015–2018

350 pages    May 2019    Ibidem Pr.
Paperback 9783838212517 US$45.00

This volume presents a collection of articles by Russian scholars and 
experts on a broad range of subjects from the Russian political scene 
and state-society relations to the politics of culture and the realm of 
ideas and symbols, offering insights into Russia’s multifaceted devel-
opment after the annexation of Crimea in 2014.

Michalek, Slavomir & Stefansky, Michal
Age of Fear: The Cold War and Its Influence on 
Czechoslovakia 1945–1968

430 pages    April 2019    Ibidem Pr.
Paperback 9783838212852 US$50.00

This book places Czechoslovakia on the map of Cold War history, 
blending historical analysis of the superpowers’ foreign policies with 
an assessment of their impact on Czechoslovakia and its position 
within the Soviet bloc. It draws on Slovak, Czech, American, and Rus-
sian sources to provide a more comprehensive understanding of 
postwar history.

Procyk, Anna
Giuseppe Mazzini’s Young Europe and the Birth of Modern 
Nationalism in the Slavic World

272 pages    June 2019    Univ. of Toronto Pr.
Hardback 9781487505080 US$75.00

This book explores the influence of Young Europe—an international 
alliance founded by Giuseppe Mazzini in 1834—on the Polish, Slo-
vak, Czech, and Ukrainian intelligentsia in the first half of the nine-
teenth century.

Schmidt, Victoria (ed.)
The Politics of Disability in Interwar and Socialist 
Czechoslavakia: Segregating in the Name of the Nation

(Heritage and Memory Studies)

264 pages    May 2019    Amsterdam U.P.
Hardback 9789463720014 £89.00

This book reexamines the politics of disability in interwar and social-
ist Czechoslovakia as embedded into nation building, recruited to 
legitimize diverse forms of structural violence against people with 
disabilities and ethnic minorities.

Velychenko, Stephen
Propaganda in Revolutionary Ukraine: Leaflets, Pamphlets, 
and Cartoons, 1917–1922

336 pages    June 2019    Univ. of Toronto Pr.
Hardback 9781487504687 US$75.00

This book is a survey of domestic governmental and party printed 
propaganda in revolutionary Ukraine. It is based on an illustrative 
sample of leaflets, pamphlets, and cartoons published by different 
parties and governments between 1917 and 1922.

アジア全般・東アジア研究

Brazinsky, Gregg A. (ed.)
Korea and the World: New Frontiers in Korean Studies

(Lexington Studies on Korea’s Place in International Relations)

230 pages    April 2019    Lexington Books
Hardback 9781498591126 US$95.00

This book provides fresh perspectives on the historical development 
and contemporary problems of North and South Korea.

Chakrabarty, Bidyut
India’s Constitutional Identity: ideological beliefs and 
preferences

(Routledge Studies in South Asian Politics)

272 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138580701 £115.00

Cheng, Edmund W. & Ma, Ngok (ed.)
The Umbrella Movement: Civil Resistance and Contentious 
Space in Hong Kong

(Global Asia)

336 pages    March 2019    Amsterdam U.P.
Hardback 9789462984561 £90.00

This book is a collaborative attempt to examine the unprecedented 
and watershed event of the Umbrella Movement, Hong Kong’s most 
spectacular struggle for democracy.

Deng, Zhenglai (ed.)
Sino-US Relations: A Chinese Perspective

(Series on Developing China: Translated Research from China, 4)

400 pages    May 2019    World Scientific
Hardback 9789814366670 ¥20,330

Presents to international readers the articles on the relationship 
between China and the US, contextualized in the Chinese perspec-
tives. This book covers important areas in Sino-US relations, such as 
economy, military, politics, and social exchange.

Flamm, Patrick
South Korean Identity and Global Foreign Policy: Dream of 
Autonomy

(Role Theory and International Relations)

208 pages    June 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780367192754 £115.00

Haq, Farhat
Sharia and the State in Pakistan: Blasphemy Politics

(Routledge Studies in South Asian Politics)

224 pages    June 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780367150655 £115.00

Prakash, Gyan
Emergency Chronicles: Indira Gandhi and Democracy’s 
Turning Point

452 pages    March 2019    Princeton U.P.
Hardback 9780691186726 ¥3,950

On the night of June 25, 1975, Indira Gandhi declared a state of emer-
gency in India, suspending constitutional rights and rounding up 
her political opponents in midnight raids across the country. In the 
twenty-one harrowing months that followed, her regime unleashed 
a brutal campaign of coercion and intimidation, arresting and tor-
turing people by the tens of thousands, razing slums, and imposing 
compulsory sterilization on the poor. Emergency Chronicles provides 
the first comprehensive account of this understudied episode in In-
dia’s modern history.
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Stutje, Klaas
Campaigning in Europe for a Free Indonesia: Indonesian 
Nationalists and the Worldwide Anticolonial Movement, 
1917–1931

(NIAS Monograph, 145)

272 pages    April 2019    NIAS Pr.
Hardback 9788776942632 £65.00

Offering important new understandings of the Indonesian indepen-
dence struggle, this fine-grained study explores the international 
activities in the capitals of interwar Europe of the Perhimpoenan 
Indonesia (PI), an Indonesian nationalist student organisation based 
in the Netherlands.

Webb, Martin
Urban Activism in India: Transparency, Accountability and 
Ethical Politics

(Routledge Series on Urban South Asia)

240 pages    July 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9781138058187 £105.00

アラブ・中東研究

Abedin, Mahan
Iran Resurgent: The Rise and Rise of the Shia State

272 pages    March 2019    Hurst
Paperback 9781849049559 £25.00

This book argues that Iran has developed sufficient diplomatic 
strength and credible military capability to deter a full-scale US 
military assault. But absent a dramatic lowering of tensions, there 
remains a risk of limited clashes, with far-reaching consequences for 
regional security.

アフリカ研究

Christensen, Darin & Laitin, David D.
African States since Independence: Order, Development, 
and Democracy

(Castle Lectures Series)

392 pages    July 2019    Yale U.P.
Hardback 9780300226614 US$50.00

Authors Christensen and Laitin argue that an interplay of geograph-
ic, historical, and demographic factors undergird sub-Saharan states’ 
post-independence struggles to eradicate poverty, establish demo-
cratic accountability, and quell civil unrest.

March 2019
416 pages

Hardback
9781138654563
£175.00

ROUTLEDGE

ラウトレッジ版東ティモールハンドブック
Routledge Handbook of Contemporary 
Timor-Leste
Edited by Andrew McWilliam and Michael Leach

Reflecting on the legacies of Timor-Leste’s remarkable journey from colonialism to 
sovereign and democratic independence, the Routledge Handbook of Contempo-
rary Timor-Leste provides a comprehensive and up-to-date reference work on all 
aspects of life in Timor-Leste.

March 2019
480 pages

Hardback
9781786435057
£185.00

EDWARD ELGAR

中国の国際政治経済学ハンドブック
Handbook on the International Political 
Economy of China
Handbooks of Research on International Political 
Economy Series

Edited by Ka Zeng

Through analyses of international economic engagements in areas such as trade, 
investment, finance, sustainable development and global economic governance, 
chapters give their assessment on the IPE of China and reveal how China’s role on 
the political and economic stage is evolving.
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June 2019
1,080 pages

Hardback
9781538120040
US$200.00

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD

イラク歴史辞典　全２巻　第３版

Historical Dictionary of Iraq  3rd edition  
2 volume set
Historical Dictionaries of Asia, Oceania, and the Middle East

By Beth K. Dougherty

Iraq, the land of Hamurabi and Harun al-Rashid, has played a long and unique role 
in the history of human civilization. The oldest civilization known to humankind 
evolved on the shores of its twin rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates. The great cities 
of antiquity—Uruk, Ur, Akkad, Babylon, al-Basra, Mawsil, and Baghdad—were major 
centers of high culture and political power for much of the course of human his-
tory. This updated edition offers new and expanded coverage of a broad range of 
political, economic, security, cultural, and religious topics, including the emergence 
of a sustained protest movement for reform, the war against the Islamic State of 
Iraq and Syria, and the Kurdish independence referendum.

This third edition of Historical Dictionary of Iraq contains a chronology, an introduc-
tion, appendixes, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has over 
1,000 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy, for-
eign relations, religion, and culture.

April 2019
528 pages

Hardback
9781138500556
£175.00

ROUTLEDGE

ラウトレッジ版トルコ政治ハンドブック
The Routledge Handbook of Turkish 
Politics
Edited by Alpaslan Ozerdem and Matthew Whiting

The Routledge Handbook of Turkish Politics pulls together contributions from many 
of the world’s leading scholars on different aspects of Turkey. Its scope is widely 
comprehensive, covering all aspects of both formal and informal politics, highlight-
ing how it is necessary to grasp the interlinkages between the different themes in 
order to fully understand Turkey today.

June 2019
848 pages

Hardback
9781538119679
US$170.00

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD

カメルーン共和国歴史辞典　第５版

Historical Dictionary of the Republic of 
Cameroon  5th edition
Historical Dictionaries of Africa

By Mark Dike DeLancey, et al.

This fifth edition of Historical Dictionary of the Republic of Cameroon contains a chro-
nology, an introduction, and an extensive bibliography. The dictionary section has 
over 300 cross-referenced entries on important personalities, politics, economy, for-
eign relations, religion, and culture.
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Dunod Editeur (ed.)
Africa’s Critical Choices: A Call for a Pan-African Roadmap

(Europa Regional Perspectives)

150 pages    March 2019    Routledge
Hardback 9780367150518 £45.00

Melber, Henning
Dag Hammarskjold, the United Nations and the 
Decolonisation of Africa

296 pages    April 2019    Hurst
Hardback 9781787380042 £30.00

Henning Melber explores the years of African decolonisation dur-
ing which Hammarskjöld was in office, investigating the scope and 
limits of his influence within the context of global governance. He 
paints a picture of a man with strong guiding principles, but limited 
room for manoeuvre, colliding with the essential interests of the big 
powers as the ‘wind of change’ blew over the African continent.

アメリカ合衆国・カナダ研究

Blumenthal, Max
The Management of Savagery: How America’s National 
Security State Fueled the Rise of Al Qaeda, Isis, and Donald 
Trump

304 pages    March 2019    Verso
Hardback 9781788732291 £18.99

Blumenthal exposes how an American foreign policy that has de-
stabilised the Middle East has brought a refugee crisis onto Europe’s 
shores, paving way for far-right electoral victories and inspiring 
Trump’s extremist constituency across the Atlantic. Blumenthal’s 
book is a damning indictment of the bipartisan national security 
consensus and warning of its present danger to democracy.

Chernomas, Robert et al.
Neoliberal Lives: Work, Politics, Nature, and Health in the 
Contemporary United States

256 pages    July 2019    Manchester U.P.
Hardback 9781526110183 £80.00

What are neoliberal lives? This trans-disciplinary book investigates 
the forty-year war by the American business class to restore its 
power and profits, revealing the devastating implications for human 
development and dignity.

Rockman, Bert A. & Rudalevige, Andrew (ed.)
The Obama Legacy

384 pages    June 2019    Univ. Pr. of Kansas
Paperback 9780700627905 US$34.95

Leading observers and scholars of US politics examine President 
Barack Obama’s choices, operating style, and opportunities taken 
and missed, as well as the institutional and political constraints on 
the president’s policy agenda.

ラテンアメリカ研究

Beverley, John
The Failure of Latin America: Postcolonialism in Bad Times

(Pitt Illuminations)

128 pages    May 2019    U. of Pittsburgh Pr.
Hardback 9780822945673 US$36.95

Offers a selection of John Beverley’s previously published essays and 
pairs them with new material that reflects on questions of postco-
lonialism and equality within the context of receding continental 
socialism. Beverley sees an impasse within both the academic post-
colonial project and the Bolivarian idea of Latin America.

Chomsky, Aviva et al. (eds.)
The Cuba Reader: History, Culture, Politics,  2nd ed

(The Latin America Readers)

864 pages    May 2019    Duke U.P.
Hardback 9781478003649 US$119.95
Paperback 9781478003939 US$32.95

Granovsky-Larsen, Simon
Dealing with Peace: The Guatemalan Campesino Movement 
and the Post-Conflict Neoliberal State

(Studies in Comparative Political Economy and Public Policy)

312 pages    April 2019    Univ. of Toronto Pr.
Hardback 9781487501433 US$65.00

Dealing with Peace explores the relationship between the Guatema-
lan campesino social movement and state agrarian institutions in 
the period since the end of armed conflict in 1996.

Lasso, Marixa
Erased: The Untold Story of the Panama Canal

352 pages    March 2019    Harvard U.P.
Hardback 9780674984448 US$35.00

Cutting a path from the Atlantic to the Pacific, the Panama Canal set a 
new course for the development of Central America—but at consid-
erable cost to Panamanians. Sleuth and scholar Marixa Lasso recounts 
how the canal’s American builders displaced 40,000 residents and 
erased entire towns in the guise of bringing modernity to the tropics.

April 2019
912 pages

Hardback
9781538119693
US$175.00

ROWMAN & LITTLEFIELD

アルゼンチン歴史辞典　第２版

Historical Dictionary of Argentina 2nd edition
Historical Dictionaries of the Americas

By Bernardo A. Duggan and Colin M. Lewis

Historical Dictionary of Argentina contains a chronology, an introduction, appen-
dixes, an extensive bibliography, and more than 800 cross-referenced entries on 
the country’s important personalities and aspects of its politics, economy, foreign 
relations, religion, and culture.
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March 2019
210 pages

Hardback
9781785339592
US$120.00

BERGHAHN

終わらない戦後：日本におけるメディアと記憶の政治
Persistently Postwar: Media and the 
Politics of Memory in Japan
Edited by Blai Guarne, et al.

Persistently Postwar approaches the topics of social memory and political discourse 
through an exploration of Japan’s post-war mass media. Diverse disciplinary back-
grounds and contrasting perspectives offer a nuanced dialogue in which the func-
tions of mass media are explored as more than a simple ideological tool.

March 2019
226 pages

Hardback
9780815385844
£115.00

March 2019
160 pages

Paperback
9788776942748
£10.00

ROUTLEDGE

日本における市民的・政治的権利
Civil and Political Rights in Japan:  
A Tribute to Sir Nigel Rodley
Routledge Research in Human Rights Law

Edited by Saul J. Takahashi

Over decades, domestic and international human rights organisations have raised 
concerns, but government obstinacy has meant there has been little progress. Rec-
ommendations of UN human rights bodies are routinely ignored, and statements 
by the government in the Japanese parliament regarding these recommendations 
have been dismissive. This book explores the issues surrounding human rights in 
Japan, and what the future might hold for the country.

NIAS PRESS

長崎の平和議論：長崎市と非核世界への探求
The Nagasaki Peace Discourse: City Hall 
and the Quest for a Nuclear Free World
Asia Briefings

By Geoffrey C. Gunn

Remembrance, the struggle for recognition on the part of the victims or hibakusha, 
and the even greater struggle waged by City Hall in Nagasaki to bring to world at-
tention the threat of nuclear weapons, are at the heart of this book. This we term 
the Nagasaki peace discourse.

BOOKS ON JAPAN
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March 2019
448 pages

Hardback
9781408857786
£25.00

Paperback
9781408857793
£12.99

July 2019
480 pages

Hardback
9780674916579
US$39.95

March 2019
368 pages

Hardback
9780674976344
US$45.00

BLOOMSBURY ACADEMIC

完全無欠のスパイ： 
リヒャルト・ゾルゲ　スターリンのスパイ
An Impeccable Spy:  
Richard Sorge, Stalin’s Master Agent
By Owen Matthews

Never before has Sorge’s story been told from the Russian side as well as the Ger-
man and Japanese. Owen Matthews takes a sweeping historical perspective and 
draws on a wealth of declassified Soviet archives—along with testimonies from 
those who knew and worked with Sorge—to rescue the riveting story of the man 
described by Ian Fleming as ‘the most formidable spy in history’.

BELKNAP PRESS

エズラ・ヴォーゲル著 『中国と日本：歴史に向き合う』
China and Japan: Facing History
By Ezra F. Vogel

China and Japan have cultural and political connections that stretch back 1,500 
years. But today they need to reset their strained relationship. Ezra Vogel under-
scores the need for Japan to offer a thorough apology for its atrocities during WWII, 
but he also urges China to recognize Japan as a potential vital partner in the region.

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS

冷戦民主主義:アメリカと日本
Cold War Democracy:  
The United States and Japan
By Jennifer M. Miller

During the occupation, American policymakers identified elections and education 
as the wellsprings of a democratic consciousness in Japan. But as the extent of 
Japan’s economic recovery became clear, they placed prosperity at the core of a 
revised vision for their new ally’s future, as Jennifer Miller shows in this fresh ap-
praisal of the Cold War.

BOOKS ON JAPAN
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April 2019
352 pages

Hardback
9780674987647
US$29.95

HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS

日本再軍備
Japan Rearmed:  
The Politics of Military Power
By Sheila A. Smith

Modern Japan is not only responding to threats from North Korea and China but 
is also reevaluating its dependence on the United States, Sheila Smith shows. No 
longer convinced they can rely on Americans to defend their country, Tokyo’s po-
litical leaders are now confronting the possibility that they may need to prepare 
the nation’s military for war.

April 2019
224 pages

Hardback
9780367174248
£115.00

April 2019
360 pages

Hardback
9781898823865
£75.00

ROUTLEDGE

日本の未来と明治維新：国際的省察
Japan’s Future and a New Meiji 
Transformation: International 
Reflections
Asia’s Transformations

Edited by Ken Coates, et al.

Bringing together the work of sixteen international Japan specialists and scholars, 
this book analyses Japan’s culture and history to reflect on the critical policy deci-
sions and national commitments required for the country to continue to succeed. 
Set in the context of perceived demographic, ecological, fiscal and political decline 
in Japan, it explores what a New Meiji initiative would look like in the twenty-first 
century and whether a new era of renewal is needed to maintain and improve 
quality of life.

RENAISSANCE BOOKS

英国王室と皇室の関係  1868～2018年： 
150年に渡る近しい関係と祭事
British Royal and Imperial Relations, 
1868–2018: 150 Years of Association, 
Engagement and Celebration
Edited by Peter Kornicki, et al.

This new study examines the history of the relations between the British and Japa-
nese monarchies over the past 150 years. Complemented by a significant plate sec-
tion, with many rarely seen historical photographs and illustrations, together with 
supporting chronologies, this volume will become a benchmark reference on the 
subject.

BOOKS ON JAPAN
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◇ 出版時期・価格は変更されることがあります  ◇ 御注文の際は ISBN を併せてお知らせください

June 2019
2,466 pages

Hardback
9780367135584
£895.00

March 2019
2,500 pages

Hardback
9781349958382
€279.99

ROUTLEDGE

国際人名録 2020年　第83新版

The International Who’s Who 2020  
83rd Edition

Edited by Europa Publications

Providing hard-to-find biographical details on over 25,000 of the world’s most 
prominent and influential personalities, this outstanding reference work records 
the lives and achievements of men and women from almost every profession and 
activity.

PALGRAVE MACMILLAN

ステーツマンズ・イヤーブック・コンパニオン： 
世界の指導者・出来事・都市総覧
The Statesman’s Yearbook Companion: 
The Leaders, Events and Cities of the 
World
The Statesman’s Yearbook Companion

Edited by Palgrave Macmillan

This companion to the classic reference work The Statesman’s Yearbook provides 
detailed biographies of past leaders and figureheads not found in the annual pub-
lication, and also includes comprehensive chronologies of natural disasters and key 
political events, as well as overviews of major global cities.


